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Abstract 

Fanconi anemia (FA) is a rare disease that results from defects in the DNA repair 

machinery, more specifically in the repair of inter-strand crosslinks (ICLs). It is characterized 

by bone marrow failure, developmental abnormalities, and increased cancer risk. To identify 

suppressor genes that function within this pathway, we have performed whole genome loss-

of-function screens across a panel of 5 human haploid isogenic FA-deficient cells (FANCA, 

FANCC, FANCG, FANCI, FANCD2). As a result, we have identified the deubiquitylating 

enzyme, USP48, as synthetic viable for FA deficiencies. FA-deficient cells alone are 

sensitive to genotoxic stress, however, additional loss of USP48 confers resistance to ICL-

inducing agents. FA-USP48-deficient cells show increased clearance of DNA damage and 

restoration of DNA repair as marked by enhanced BRCA1 and RAD51 recruitment to sites of 

damage and increase clearance of DNA damage. Hence, depletion of USP48 reduces 

chromosomal instability of FA-deficient cells. Our results reveal a new role for USP48 in 

controlling DNA repair and suggest it is a potential therapeutic target in the treatment of FA. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Die Fanconi-Anämie (FA) ist eine seltene Erbkrankheit, welche auf Defekte in den DNA-

Reparaturmechanismen zurückzuführen ist. Insbesondere die Reparatur von Interstrand 

Crosslinks (ICLs) scheint gestört. Häufige Symptome der FA sind Knochenmarkinssufizienz, 

Entwicklungsstörungen und ein erhöhtes Krebsrisiko. Zur Identifizierung von Suppressor-

Genen innerhalb dieses Pfades/Reparaturmechanismus, haben wir Whole-Genom-Loss-of-

Function-Screens über ein Genpanel von fünf menschlichen, haploiden, isogenen, FA-

defizienten Zellen (FANCA, FANCC, FANCG, FANCI, FANCD2) durchgeführt. Hierdurch 

konnte das deubiquitylierende Enzym USP48 als synthetisch lebensfähig geeignet für FA-

Defizite identifiziert werden. FA-defiziente Zellen allein reagieren empfindlich auf 

genotoxischen Stress. Der zusätzliche Verlust von USP48 verleiht ihnen jedoch Resistenz 

gegen ICL-induzierende Substanzen. FA-USP48-defiziente Zellen weisen eine erhöhte 

Beseitigung von DNA-Schäden und die Wiederherstellung der DNA-Reparatur auf. Dies 

zeigt sich in einer erhöhten Rekrutierung von BRCA1 und RAD51 an geschädigten Stellen 

und einer erhöhten Beseitigung von DNA-Schäden. Dadurch reduziert der Schwund von 

USP48 die chromosomale Instabilität von FA-defizienten Zellen. Unsere Ergebnisse zeigen 

eine neue Rolle von USP48 in der Kontrolle der DNA-Reparatur. Darüber hinaus deuten sie 

darauf hin, dass USP48 ein potenzielles therapeutisches Ziel bei der Behandlung der FA ist. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1. DNA Damage and genome instability 

Genome instability is inherently common in all living beings. The extreme complexity of the 

processes that an individual cell undergoes, in a steady state, can already produce a 

complex selection of by-products that alters the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequence. The 

biology of this molecule renders it highly vulnerable to chemical modifications, also known as 

mutations. If these changes cannot be reverted, they will be transmitted to future daughter 

cells, giving rise to deleterious/lethal or advantageous effects. Therefore, it is important to 

create a balance to promote a healthy progression of the cells throughout the cell cycle and, 

in a broader sense, a healthy individual during their entire life. 

Throughout evolution, from unicellular organisms — archaea and eukaryotic — to 

multicellular organisms, different more advanced DNA repair mechanisms have appeared in 

order to maintain genome homeostasis. One of the first processes, discovered in the early 

1960s, was the so-called photo-reactivation required for the repair of lesions induced by 

ultraviolet (UV) light from sunlight (Hanawalt, 2016). This exogenous source of damage can 

induce up to 105 DNA lesions per cell per day (Hoeijmakers, 2009). This repair process has 

been lost in the evolution of higher organisms and in some bacteria, and has been replaced 

with what is known as the Nucleotide Excision Repair pathway (NER), a more complex yet 

more efficient and versatile mechanism. 

UV light is just one of the many sources of damage that can attack our DNA. For example, 

ionizing radiation (IR), to which we are generally exposed to through the use of X-rays or 

radiotherapy, can induce oxidation of the DNA bases and result in the generation of single-

strand breaks (SSBs) or double-strand breaks (DSBs). Additionally, the use of different 

chemical therapies together with exposure to diagnostic techniques or cigarette smoke 

renders humans vulnerable to a plethora of DNA lesions that can be mutagenic (e.g. 

pyrimidine dimers or aromatic DNA adducts) or cytotoxic/cytostatic (SSBs, DSBs, inter-

strand cross-links (ICLs)) (Hoeijmakers, 2009; Ciccia & Elledge, 2010). 

It is essential we determine the type of lesions different agents can induce in our DNA 

because in doing so we can reduce our exposure to them. However, there are also 

endogenous sources of damage that are not so easily avoided. On the one hand, we can 

suffer from spontaneous reactions (i.e. hydrolysis), mis-incorporation of nucleotides during 

replication or alkylation of bases. On the other hand, products of our endogenous 

metabolism can also harm our genome: reactive oxygen species (ROS); nitrogen species; or 

products resulting from lipid peroxidation, like formaldehyde (Ciccia & Elledge, 2010; 
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Hoeijmakers, 2009; Niedernhofer et al, 2005; Moldovan & D’Andrea, 2009). Additionally, 

certain processes, such as replication, will induce stress in the DNA helix, stalling replication 

forks and eventually resulting in spontaneous DSBs. 

In mammalian cells, a collection of repair pathways have evolved to specifically tackle each 

type of lesion (Table 1). In doing so, cells have developed a fine-tuned system in which they 

can specifically activate a pathway according to the lesion in place and, promote the utmost 

fidelity of repair. Note that these pathways do not exert their function in an isolated fashion 

but, on the contrary, a complex signaling network intertwines them allowing for narrow 

crosstalk between pathways. The most prominent example of these collaborative efforts 

takes place when ICLs occur in the DNA. 

Table 1. List of DNA repair pathways known to be functional in mammalian cells (adapted from Jeggo et al, 

2016). 

Repair pathway Lesion Key players 

Direct reversal  

(DR) 

O-alkylated bases 
O6-alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferase 

(AGT/MGMT) 

N-alkytaled bases 
a-ketoglutarate-dependent dioxygenase 

(AlkB) 

Translesion Synthesis  

(TLS) 
Replication past lesions REV1, Pol , Pol , Pol  

Mismatch Repair  

(MMR) 
Mismatched bases MSH2/MSH6, MLH1 and MLH3 

Base Excision Repair  

(BER) 

Oxidative bases 

Deaminated bases 

Alkylated bases 

Abasic bases 

Mono-functional or bi-functional 

glycosylases (MUTYH, OGG1, NEIL1-

3) 

Nucleotide excision 

repair (NER) 

Bulky lesions (i.e. 

CPDs) 

Global-genome NER: XPC, XPF-

ERCC1, XPG 

Transcriptional-coupled NER: CSA and 

CSB 

Fanconi Anemia  

(FA) 
ICLs FA core complex, ID complex, BRCA1 

Single Strand Break 

Repair (SSBR) 
SSBs PARP1, Pol , PCNA 

Double Strand Break 

Repair (DSBR) 
DSBs 

Homologous recombination (error-free 

repair): BRCA1, RPA, RAD51 

Non-homologous end-joining (error-

prone repair): 53BP1, XRCC4, LIG4 
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1.1. Inter-strand crosslinks 

As mentioned before, a variety of lesions can occur in the DNA. One of the most deleterious 

types of damage are ICLs; one single cell can only tolerate between 20-60 at a time 

(Clauson et al, 2013). These lesions induce the blockage of essential processes, such as 

replication and transcription, through the formation of a covalent bond between opposite 

strands of the DNA that is irreversible. 

Cross-linking agents can arise from either exogenous or endogenous sources. They are 

bifunctional, since they can bind to both DNA strands, requiring the repair machinery to 

repair both strands in contrast to their monofunctional analogues. Hence, they are extremely 

genotoxic by nature. These agents typically produce damage at the chromosomal level and 

induce DNA strand breakage, increasing recombination events such as sister chromatid 

exchanges (SCE) (Noll et al, 2006). 

The main drugs that induce this type of lesions are bifunctional alkylating agents (nitrogen 

mustards), mitomycin C (MMC) and platinum compounds (i.e. cisplatin (CIS)). Psoralen and 

psoralen derivatives can also induce ICLs after UV light exposure (Figure 1). Due to their 

high toxicity, especially to highly active replicating cells, these drugs are used as 

chemotherapeutic agents. MMC is mainly used for the treatment of early stage bladder 

cancer but also for the treatment of aggressive cancers such as adenocarcinoma of the 

stomach and pancreas (Tuinmann et al, 2004; Schunke et al, 2018; Ferrarotto et al, 2012); 

additionally, it has been used in combination with other anticancer treatments. CIS has 

shown an effect against cancers of the ovaries and testes, as well as blood cancers and 

other solid tumors (Shaloam & Tchounwou, 2014). Psoralen treatment, also known as 

Psoralen and UV-A (PUVA), is well established for the treatment of psoriasis, a skin 

condition by which cells on the skin’s surface divide at high speed (Zhang & Wu, 2018). Due 

to its resemblance to certain skin cancers, the use of psoralen as a potential anti-cancer 

drug is also being explored (Wang et al, 2016; Oldham et al, 2016). 

Endogenously, it has been proposed that by-products of the lipid peroxidation pathway could 

be a source of ICLs, due to their structure (i.e. aldehydes, malonaldehydes) (Noll et al, 2006; 

Deans & West, 2011). Most recently, it has been shown that acetaldehyde and 

formaldehyde can induce specific sensitivity to those cells lacking proteins involved in the 

repair of ICLs (Langevin et al, 2011; Rosado et al, 2011). Formaldehyde and acetaldehyde 

are generated as by-products of cell metabolism (ethanol metabolism), demonstrating that 

both molecules are the source of endogenous ICLs. 
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Figure 1. Types of ICLs. Depending on the damaging agent ICLs can adopt many different structures that can 

deform or not the double DNA helix. Orange depicts a crosslink between two base pairs. 

 

1.2. Replication-independent repair 

Repair of ICLs is generally studied in the context of replication, since it is during S-phase 

that ICLs are going to have their most deleterious effect. Nevertheless, un-repaired ICLs 

during G1-phase can also present negative effects for cell cycle progression. It has been 

suggested that this is because ICLs may be blocking the transcription of essential genes. 

In vitro studies have shown that NER is involved in the repair of ICLs in G1. This correlates 

with the clinical features described in patients deficient in NER repair or XP-V (Xeroderma 

pigmentosum variant). These patients show mild sensitivity to ICL-inducing agents, 

suggesting a possible role for NER in ICL repair (Ho & Schärer, 2010; Enoiu et al, 2012). To 

distinguish which NER pathway is involved in ICL repair, specific knock-out cells for the 

global-genome NER (i.e. Xeroderma pigmentosum complementing group C (XPC)-deficient) 

or transcription-coupled NER (i.e. Excision repair 8/6 (CSA/CSB)-deficient) were tested for 

their capacity to repair an ICL. Interestingly, and in line with the hypothetical toxicity of ICL 

due to transcription blockage, transcription-coupled NER-deficient cells were unable to deal 

with these lesions. This indicates that NER is activated when an ICL is blocking the 

transcription of a gene (Enoiu et al, 2012). 

After the ICL is excised through the activity of the nucleases Xeroderma Pigmentosum 

complementing group F (XPF) and Excision Repair 1 (ERCC1), the gap is filled by TLS 

polymerases. In particular, DNA polymerases κ, ζ and DNA directed polymerase (REV1) 

have been shown to have a predominant role in this step (Hashimoto et al, 2016; Enoiu et al, 
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2012). However, it remains unclear whether they have overlapping functions. In order to 

exert their function, TLS polymerases need to be recruited to the site of damage. It has been 

shown that mono-ubiquitylated Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antigen (PCNA) is essential for the 

correct repair of replication-independent ICLs, promoting the recruitment of TLS 

polymerases (Williams et al, 2012; Ho & Schärer, 2010). It is also known that during 

replication, PCNA is ubiquitylated by the E3 ligase RAD18. Furthermore, for the recruitment 

of RAD18 to the site of damage, the presence of Replication Protein A (RPA) coated single-

stranded (ssDNA) is required. This could occur during G1-phase due to the presence of 

RPA while the lesion is being excised by the NER nucleases. 

Note that different studies have reported that upon loss of the NER pathway, there is a 

reactivation in the repair of ICLs. Suggesting the presence of tolerance mechanisms such as 

MMR that can take over in order to reduce genome instability (Enoiu et al, 2012; Hashimoto 

et al, 2016). 
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2. The Fanconi anemia disease 

2.1. History and origins 

Defects in genes involved in the repair of ICLs give rise to the development of a monogenic 

rare disease called Fanconi anemia (FA). This illness was first identified by the Swiss 

pediatrician Guido Fanconi in 1927 (Garaycoechea & Patel, 2013). He described three 

siblings suffering from birth abnormalities and severe anemia. He also hypothesized that the 

complexity of this disease had to be due to chromosomal translocations. However, it was 

only later in the 1960s, that the underlying cause of the disease was discovered to be due to 

chromosomal instability (Lobitz & Velleuer, 2006). 

Phenotype-complementing assays were developed in the effort to determine the origin of the 

disease. These assays allowed researchers to stratify patients by fusing cells from two 

independent FA individuals. After treatment with MMC, if the resulting cell remained 

sensitive to the damage, both patients would belong to the same complementation group. 

On the other hand, if the cell became resistant to the damage, the patients had different 

causing mutations and, hence, they could complement each other (Joenje & Patel, 2001). 

60 years after the discovery of the disease only three complementation groups had been 

identified and it was not until 1992 that the FANCC gene associated with complementation 

group C was identified, as a result of the development of complementation-cloning 

technology (Strathdee et al, 1992). This assay employs immortalized lymphoblasts of an FA 

patient that are then transfected with a cDNA library. Transfected cells are subjected to 

MMC selection and those that are resistant to the lesion have incorporated the DNA of a 

complementary gene that can restore their phenotype (Joenje & Patel, 2001). This 

revolutionary tool has allowed for an exponential increase in the discovery rate of FA genes 

(Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Timeline of discovery of FA genes (22 identified up to date). Bubble size indicates the prevalence of 

mutations in FA patients of a specific gene. The bubble color indicates the step of the pathway. 
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The main reason for this arduous path is the lack of a phylogenetic root amongst these 

genes. The sole link between them is the FA-like pathophysiology that their loss causes. It is 

important to understand that other genes are involved in the repair of ICLs, even though no 

FA patient has been identified as bearing a mutation in these genes. 

 

2.2. Classification of FA patients 

As mentioned before, FA is a rare monogenic disease. Its prevalence varies depending on 

the population from 1:200 000 to 1:400 000, with higher incidence in Ashkenazi and 

Afrikaners (Dong et al, 2015). Founding mutations have been identified for different 

populations although it has been determined that FA Complementing genes A, C and G 

(FANCA, FANCC and FANCG) constitute ˜85% of all FA cases (Dong et al, 2015). FA 

patients manifest a plethora of clinical pathologies. Interestingly, their symptoms are not only 

dependent on the gene affected but, also, on the type of mutation. Efforts have been 

invested in developing classification tables to stratify patients although the rare presence of 

some mutations and the complexity of the clinical features confounds this procedure 

(Morales et al, 2008). Cleary, predicting disease development remains difficult. 

Nevertheless, some complementation groups have a higher predisposition to certain types 

of cancer — such as FA Complementing group D1, N and J (FANCD1/BRCA2, FANCN and 

FANCJ), which are related to breast and ovarian cancer (Bogliolo & Surrallés, 2015). The 

high clinical diversity correlates to the complex functionality of each complementation group 

at the molecular level. Surprisingly, this extensive heterogeneity is counter-balanced at the 

cellular level, where FA-cells manifest a unique phenotype: (1) sensitivity to crosslinking 

agents, (2) cell cycle arrest, (3) chromosome breakage and (4) dysregulated apoptosis 

(Neveling et al, 2009). This serves as a tool for the diagnosis of FA patients, even if they do 

not present one of the known mutations. Additionally, 15 of the 22 FA genes identified have 

been classified as bona fide FA genes. This classification follows the criteria that at least two 

patients must present the same gene mutant and show chromosomal instability and bone 

marrow failure (BMF). These genes cover each step of the pathway: detection of the lesion 

(Core Complex), signaling (ID Complex), unhooking of the ICL (nucleases), and controlled 

DSB repair (HR) (Bogliolo & Surrallés, 2015). This reflects the essentiality, in humans, of the 

correct resolution of lesions (Figure 2 & Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Classification of FA genes according to their clinical manifestations (listed in order of discovery). Each 
of the 22 FA genes identified can be classified in three categories: Bona Fide genes, which fulfil the criteria of the 
FA pathophysiology; FA-like genes, which give rise to some but not all the clinical features; and FBOC genes, 
which are associated with familial breast and ovarian cancer. 

 

2.3. Clinical features of FA 

 Bone marrow failure 

BMF is the main hallmark of FA disease. FA patients are born with complete blood counts 

that rapidly deplete and result in the manifestation of symptoms at a median of age of 7 

years. Generally, they have low levels of platelets, leukocytes, and thrombocytes resulting in 

aplastic anemia (Garaycoechea & Patel, 2013). The main goal for physicians and scientists 

has been to restore the hematopoietic stem cell pool (HSC). Thus far, the most successful 

solution has been progenitor stem cell transplantation (HSCT). Thanks advances in the 

methodology and use of drugs like fludarabine, this procedure has improved the survival rate 

by up to 5 years in ˜94% of patients undergoing this procedure (Gluckman, 2015). However, 

it has certain drawbacks: HSCT requires human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-matched HSC 
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cells from an (un)related donor and this is often available. Additionally, this approach is 

associated with the unsolicited side-effect of increased cancer risk, especially in FA patients 

who are deficient in DNA repair (Bogliolo & Surrallés, 2015). 

The fact that all blood lineages are depleted suggests that there is a defect in the 

hematopoietic stem cell pool (HSC). This is due to the high basal levels of replication stress 

intrinsic to FA cells that activates the tumor suppressor protein P53 (p53) and its 

downstream effector the cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor 1A (p21) inducing cell death 

(Ceccaldi et al, 2012). In addition, these defects are not only due to replication stress but 

also to the presence of ICLs induced by by-products of cell metabolism i.e. aldehydes, 

compromising the functionality of the HSCs (Garaycoechea et al, 2018, 2012). Defects in the 

stem cell pool have also been assumed to be the cause of infertility in FA patients. More 

specifically, defects during the development of the primordial germ cell (PGC), the 

precursors of sperm and eggs, resulting in a reduced number of gametes (Tsui & Crismani, 

2019). Around 50% of female FA patients and the majority of all male FA patients have been 

shown to be infertile. And their chances of conceiving are reduced to 15% for female FA 

patients compared to the 50% chances of non-FA individuals. The cause of the reduced 

number of gametes has also been associated with the ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3 

related kinase (ATR)-p53-p21 pathway, in line with defects in proliferation due to 

endogenous damage (Luo et al, 2014). 

 Cancer predisposition 

The enormous efforts invested in tackling BMF symptoms have successfully improved 

survival rates although this has led to cancer becoming the next main cause of death. The 

deficiency in the blood lineages of FA patients provides the ideal environment for clonal 

blood cancers. Most characteristically, patients with FA develop leukemias and 

myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS). These tumors generally appear in patients at an early 

age in contrast to solid tumors such as head and neck, esophageal or vulvar carcinomas 

(Alter, 2003). Interestingly, there is a high incidence of liver cancers. The liver is the central 

organ for lipid metabolism which results in by-products such as formaldehyde that, as 

mentioned before, have been shown to be the endogenous source of damage (Moldovan & 

D’andrea, 2009). It is still unclear how the different cancers develop: Is it solely dependent 

on the DNA damage repair defects or is there a clear causal effect from the treatment 

patients are subjected to? which makes them extremely vulnerable to classical 

chemotherapy. 
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 Congenital abnormalities 

Lastly, congenital abnormalities have been shown to be another hallmark of FA. These 

malformations can range from hearing impairment to microcephaly, covering a wide variety 

of affected organs (Arleen D. Auerbach, 2010). However, one third of all FA patients do not 

have this pathology. It has been hypothesized that defects in the FA pathway do not cause 

malformations although they can increase the risk patients presenting this pathology. 

 

2.4. Approaches to detect and treat FA patients 

Taking into consideration the previous clinical features of FA, the first diagnosis is suggested 

by the presence of BMF and congenital abnormalities. Nevertheless, the presence of one of 

these afflictions alone is enough to suspect that the patient might suffer from FA. To confirm 

this, a chromosomal fragility test is performed after exposing the patient’s blood cells to 

crosslinking inducing agents (MMC or 1,2,3,4-diepoxybutane (DEB)). In some cases, it is 

impossible to determine chromosomal fragility due to somatic mosaicism. Mosaicism is a 

consequence of the molecular adaptation of HSCs or lymphocyte progenitors which revert 

the FA gene to a wild-type (WT) gene. In these cases, chromosomal fragility is tested on 

skin fibroblasts, where mosaicism is better appreciated. The next step is to perform 

complementation group assays to determine to which group the patient belongs to. Thus far, 

22 genes have been identified as harboring mutations that lead to the development of FA. 

Additionally, within each gene, a plethora of mutations have been described to give rise to 

different phenotypic outcomes, all within the clinical spectrum of FA. However, there are still 

individuals without an identified causing mutation as it has been impossible to determine this 

through complementation group assays. Next generation sequencing (NGS) has become an 

efficient and accurate approach aimed at overcoming this. More specifically, whole exome 

sequencing (WES) is the preferred method of identifying novel genetic mutations in the 

context of rare diseases and cancer (Knies et al, 2012; Tetreault et al, 2015). 

The application of this technique has exponentially improved the diagnosis of thousands of 

patients. For example, a cohort of patients with similar clinical features related to infertility, 

but no known cause, were diagnosed during adulthood through WES as harboring a novel 

FANCA mutation (Krausz et al, 2019). Concomitantly, the use of WES has also revealed 

novel FA genes such as the ubiquitin ligase RFWD3 (Knies et al, 2017). In this case, there 

were previous reports of this protein being involved in replication stress but no direct link to 

the disease (Elia et al, 2015). 
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After a patient has been diagnosed with FA, an extremely thorough assessment of their 

pathology needs to be undertaken (Table 2) which is essential for correct treatment (Dufour, 

2017). In the case of non-severe manifestation of any clinical features, patients are checked 

every few months in order to determine the evolution of the disease. 

Table 2. List of tests performed to monitor FA patients 

Hematological 

Bone marrow 
Morphology, cytogenetics, 

immunophenotyping 

Full blood count Differential count 

Serum  
Immunoglobulins, 

immunophenotyping, vaccine 

response 

Extra 

hematological 

Liver, kidney, heart, urinary tract, hearing and visual function, 

endocrinology and skeletal evaluation 

Malignancies Especial attention to cancers of the oral cavity 

HLA test 
Typing of the patient and siblings, in the case of no match 

search for unrelated donor 

 

For the treatment of the disease, the most efficient option to correct BMF is HSCT. However, 

it has recently been determined that only those patients with severe cytopenia benefit from 

this treatment without increasing the risk of death by comparison with non-transplanted 

patients (Dufour, 2017). The benefits are further improved when the donor is a matched HLA 

sibling. Indeed, a number of affected families have decided to have an HLA-compatible baby 

by preimplantation genetic diagnosis of the embryo (Trujillo & Surralles, 2015). These so-

called “savior babies” were initially developed to treat an FA patient, and later on this 

procedure has been applied to the treatment of other diseases of the blood. With advances 

in stem cell technology, the possibility of autologous cellular therapy has become real. 

Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) can be generated from fibroblasts of an FA patient 

and, after correction of the repair defect they can be differentiated into HSC and potentially 

be transplanted into the patient. Other techniques have been developed in order to correct 

the FA defect by performing a short transduction with a therapeutic lentiviral vector. Using 

this technology Río et al, 2017 have shown in vivo repopulating properties in 

immunodeficient mice. Most excitingly, there is currently a Phase II clinical trial for the 

transplantation of CD34+ cells (marker for hematopoietic progenitors) in FANCA-deficient 

patients (NCT02931071). 

In the case of patients that manifest MDS or acute myeloid leukemia (AML), HSCT becomes 

a risky option. These patients are extremely sensitive to the chemotherapy or radiation 
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therapy that is necessary for cytoreduction prior to the transplant. However, depending on 

their individual situation they undergo special pre-transplant treatment to minimize side-

effects (Peffault de Latour & Soulier, 2016). An alternative to HSCT is the treatment with 

growth factors or androgens. In the first case, the treatment is never long-term because of 

the risk of clonal evolution. In the second case, treatment can vary between 2-4 years 

depending, mainly, on the patient’s liver response and the occurrence of adenomas. 

Additional supportive treatments exist, based on the transfusion of red blood cells and/or 

platelets. 
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3. The Fanconi anemia pathway 

3.1. Evolution and conservation of the FA pathway 

The FA pathway is a complex DNA repair signaling pathway involved in the detection and 

clearance of ICLs, in a replication dependent manner (Palovcak et al, 2017). Initially, it was 

thought to be only in vertebrates since many of the essential genes in this phylum were not 

identified in lower species. However, later on it has been shown that specific proteins, such 

as the FA Complementing groups M, D2, Q and R (FANCM, FANCD2, FANCQ and 

FANCR), are conserved in other kingdoms (Figure 4) (Dong et al, 2015). These proteins are 

essential players in each of the three steps into which the pathway is divided: (1) detection 

of the lesion, (2) downstream activation and (3) repair effectors. 

 

Figure 4. Evolutionary conservation of FA genes. This adaptation from Dong et al, 2015 shows the level of 

conservation of the FA genes within 10 different species from Homo sapiens to Arabidopsis thaliana. 

The FA pathway comprises a group of proteins that, originally, have a role in the repair of 

other types of lesions. However, the unique interactions between them allow for correct 

repair. The main role of the FA pathway is to balance the activation of an error-free repair 

pathway, homologous recombination (HR), while blocking the activity of an error-prone 

pathway, known as non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ). This shift is due to the correct 

recognition of the lesion, avoiding replication fork stalling/collapse resulting in spontaneous 

DSBs, and, through the signaling and direct activation of HR proteins. 

 

3.2. Step 1: Detection of the lesion 

 Activation and signaling 

The FA pathway is activated during S-phase when replication forks are stalled due to the 

presence of crosslinks. The S-phase checkpoint is controlled by the ATR and checkpoint 
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kinase 1 (CHK1) pathway, which is essential for maintaining replication fork integrity. When 

the replication forks converge with an ICL, the CMG helicases (Cdc45-MCM-GINS) (Figure 

5: step 3A), essential for the unwinding of DNA during replication, presents a physical 

hindrance to the repair machinery. Breast Cancer Associated protein 1 (BRCA1/FANCS), 

activated by ubiquitylation signaling, is necessary for the unloading of CMG, hence exposing 

ssDNA (Long et al, 2014). To protect the ssDNA, RPA binds to the DNA followed by ATR 

and ATR Interacting Protein (ATRIP) (Kennedy & D’Andrea, 2005). Consequently, ATR 

phosphorylates multiple substrates: CHK1 and nibrin (NBS1), for checkpoint activation 

(Shiloh, 2001) and FANCM, for FA pathway activation (Figure 5: step 3B) (Singh et al, 

2013). Modified FANCM and direct interaction with DNA topisomerase II binding protein 1 

(TOPBP1), induces a positive feedback loop for efficient ATR/CHK1 signaling in response to 

ICL-induced damage (Schwab et al, 2010; Singh et al, 2013). 

FANCM is related to the XPF-MUS81 flap/fork endonuclease family. It possesses helicase 

activity which allows for branch migration throughout the cell cycle (Deans & West, 2009). 

For FANCM to exert its function it is necessary that it forms an heterodimer with the Fanconi 

Anemia Associated Protein 24 (FAAP24) (Ciccia et al, 2007). When FANCM-FAAP24 are 

anchored to the DNA they interact with ATR via telomere maintenance 2 protein (HCLK2), 

both proteins essential for the activation of the FA pathway (Collis et al, 2007). Additionally, 

FANCM interacts with the FANCM interacting histone fold protein 1-2 (MHF1/MHF2), a 

dimeric complex with putative histone fold domains that confer DNA binding affinity, offering 

a second DNA binding site for FANCM. Therefore, FANCM is constitutively bound to DNA in 

order to sense lesions and activate S-phase checkpoint to allow for ICL repair. 

Additionally, other members of the FA pathway are also ATR targets: FANCA (Collins et al, 

2009), FANCE (Wang et al, 2007), FANCG (Qiao et al, 2004), FANCD2 and FANCI 

(Andreassen et al, 2004). However, these events are essential further downstream in the 

pathway. 

 Core Complex formation 

Once FANCM is at the damaged site, it acts as the DNA targeting subunit of the FA Core 

Complex. The Core Complex consists of 10 FA Complementing groups: FANCA, FANCB, 

FANCC, FANCE, FANCF, FANCG, FANCL, FANCM, together with Fanconi Anemia 

Associated Proteins FAAP100, FAAP20 (Figure 5: step 4) (Clauson et al, 2013; Dong et al, 

2015; Palovcak et al, 2017).  Within the Core Complex, three individual subcomplexes have 

been identified: A-G-20, B-L-100 and C-E-F (Huang et al, 2014; van Twest et al, 2017; Yan 

et al, 2012). Each complex shows differential sensitivities to crosslinking agents indicating 
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that they have distinct functions (Huang et al, 2014). Specifically, to the role that each sub-

complex has in the mono-ubiquitylation of FANCD2. 

The A-G-20 sub-complex is able to associate to chromatin in the absence of B-L-100, 

functioning as a support module of the Core Complex (Huang et al, 2014). It has been 

inferred that the A-G-20 complex can bind to chromatin via the UBZ domain of FAAP20 and 

the DNA binding domain of FANCA (Huang et al, 2014). 

In vitro, the ubiquitin ligase FANCL, together the ubiquitin conjugase FANCT/UBE2T, can 

restore FANCD2 mono-ubiquitylation, hence loss of the sub-complex that stabilizes this 

protein has a major role (Rajendra et al, 2014; Meetei et al, 2003). FAAP100 seems to 

function in engaging FANCL to its target and, together with FANCB, they stabilize each 

other.  

The C-E-F sub-complex has a parallel function, but works independently, to the A-G-20 

module in promoting the recruitment of the Core Complex (Huang et al, 2014). In this case, 

FANCF interacts with FANCM to induce chromatin enrichment of the complex (Deans & 

West, 2009). 

Once they are recruited to the damaged site via FANCM, their role is to activate the 

downstream effector complex formed by the FA Complementing groups D2 and I (FANCD2 

and FANCI). This activation is done by adding an ubiquitin molecule to each of the proteins. 

 

3.3. Step 2: Downstream activation 

 ID Complex 

After the Core Complex is assembled onto the ICL, phosphorylation of FANCA by ATR and 

ubiquitylation of FANCI and FANCD2 (lysine 523 and lysine 561, respectively) by FANCL 

and FANCT/UBE2T allows for pathway progression (Figure 5: step 5) (MacKay et al, 2010). 

FANCI and FANCD2 form what is known as the ID Complex. It is an inter-dependent 

complex at the heart of the pathway (Smogorzewska et al, 2007). Direct binding of the ID 

complex to DNA is required for mono-ubiquitylation of each protein (Joo et al, 2011). The C-

E-F module, through direct interaction to the ID complex, acts as a sensor of FANCD2 

mono-ubiquitylation and then drives the mono-ubiquitylation of FANCI (van Twest et al, 

2017). In addition, the phosphorylation of FANCI by ATR, further increases the recruitment 

and interaction between both proteins, thus promoting a correct repair (Smogorzewska et al, 

2007). The presence of this complex is necessary and essential for the unhooking of the ICL 

(Knipscheer et al, 2009), and further recruitment of other repair proteins. 
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De-ubiquitylation of the ID Complex by the ubiquitin-specific protease 1 (USP1) is 

hypothesized to be involved in the resolution of the repair as a way of shutting-down the FA 

pathway once the repair has been done. Direct interaction of USP1 to the ID complex is only 

acquired when the complex is no longer bound to chromatin (van Twest et al, 2017). 

 

3.4. Step 3: Repair effectors 

 Excision of the ICL and DSB generation 

One major step for the repair of ICLs is the processing of the crosslink into DSBs. This is a 

key step, since it allows the conversion of an irreversible lesion to a DNA repair acceptable 

lesion. The XPF-ERCC1 complex – previously identified to have a role in NER – is a 3’ DNA 

flap endonuclease which induces hypersensitivity to ICLs upon its loss (De Silva et al, 2002). 

It is the only nuclease that has been shown to be essential, but not sufficient, for ICL 

unhooking, and its activity is promoted by the presence of RPA (Klein Douwel et al, 2014; 

Kuraoka et al, 2000; Abdullah et al, 2017). After XPF-ERCC1 makes an incision near the 

ICL, the exonuclease DNA crosslink repair 1A (SNM1A) is able to digest nucleotides across 

the lesion and produce a suitable template for TLS (Wang et al, 2011). However, additional 

excision, at different steps of the repair process, is necessary: (1) ICL unhooking, (2) 

resolution of Holliday Junctions after HR or (3) the processing/removal of the unhooked 

adduct. Other nucleases, such as the structure-specific endonuclease MUS81-EME1 have 

been shown to act in the excision of DNA 3’ flaps generated after replication fork conversion 

to the ICL, hence generating a DSB (Hanada et al, 2006). 

The interaction of these proteins with the ICL and how they are recruited to DNA have been 

open questions for some time. The structure specific nuclease SLX4 serves as a scaffold for 

MUS81-EME1, XPF-ERCC1 and SLX1, amongst other proteins. Looking at mutations in 

patients, the ubiquitin-binding zinc finger domain (UBZ domain) of SLX4 seems to be greatly 

affected indicating a prominent role in the repair of ICLs (Stoepker et al, 2011; Kim et al, 

2011). Furthermore, depletion of this domain showed specific sensitivity to MMC compared 

to other drugs such as poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitors or camptothecin, a 

topoisomerase I inhibitor (Kim et al, 2012b). This could suggest that SLX4 goes to sites of 

damaged DNA through its UBZ domain and serves as a platform for MUS81-EME1 and 

XPF-ERCC1. In the first case, it has been shown that loss of the interacting domain between 

SLX4-MUS81 is dispensable for ICL repair. MUS81-EME1 might have a more predominant 

role in late-S-phase, to excise ICLs that have not been properly dealt with (Wang et al, 

2011), and in replication restart by generation of DSBs after replication inhibition and 
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processing of HR intermediates (Hanada et al, 2007, 2006). In the second case, it has been 

shown that XPF-ERCC1 can be recruited to foci in cells with SLX4-UBZ (Kim et al, 2012b). 

Of note, we refer to foci as DNA repair factories where the repair proteins localize to deal 

with a lesion. This suggests an independent role of the UBZ domains of SLX4 in ICL repair. 

The interaction between SLX4 and the nuclease complexes is essential for its localization 

and, therefore, the ICL excision (Figure 5: step 6) (Klein Douwel et al, 2017). Its recruitment 

is dependent on FANCD2 (Klein Douwel et al, 2014). 

It has additionally been described the presence of a third nuclease, the FANCD2 and FANCI 

associated nuclease 1 (FAN1), which shows specificity for the excision of 5’ DNA flaps 

(MacKay et al, 2010; Liu et al, 2010). The UBZ domain of FAN1 is essential for its 

recruitment to foci (Smogorzewska et al, 2010). Loss of ubiquitylated FANCD2 (Ub-

FANCD2) depletes FAN1 foci formation, indicating that this modification is used as a 

scaffold for the recruitment of the nuclease after ICL generation. Recently, it has been 

shown that restoration of FAN1-UBZ* (with point mutations in the UBZ domain), 

independently of its localization to foci, rescues cell survival after MMC. However, this is not 

the case when the cells are treated with replication stress inducing agents such as 

hydroxyurea (HU). This suggests a more general role for FAN1, having a protective 

response when replication forks are stalled (Lachaud et al, 2016). This complex signaling 

process allows for independent regulation of the nucleases thus leading to a more fine-tuned 

excision of the lesions. 

 Translesion synthesis 

TLS is a pathway that allows for replication past DNA lesions, also known as DNA damage 

tolerance. It is performed by polymerases with a lower fidelity than the normal replicative 

polymerases. This step is essential to provide a template for repair of the DSBs generated 

after the excision of the ICL (Roy & Schärer, 2016). As mentioned previously, ICL-inducing 

agents can form a plethora of lesions in the DNA, affecting the minor or the major groove of 

the helix, provoking different degrees of distortion and/or crosslinking either the opposite or 

the same strand of the DNA. Hence, it has been complicated to determine which 

polymerases have a role in replication-dependent repair and how they function together in 

order to overcome these hurdles. Independent loss-of-function studies have been performed 

to address which error-prone polymerases confer sensitivity to ICL-inducing agents. 

REV1 and Pol  have been shown to be essential for the repair of ICLs during replication, 

since loss of either polymerase shows an extreme sensitivity to ICL-inducing agents (Figure 

5: step 7A) (Simpson & Sale, 2003; Sonoda et al, 2003). It has been shown that they act 

epistatically with FANCC (Patel et al, 2004). Recruitment studies indicate that the REV1 
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directly interacts with FANCA via FAAP20, suggesting a role of the Core Complex in 

recruiting TLS polymerases independently of the ID complex (Kim et al, 2012a). Moreover, 

recent studies have shown that both polymerases tightly interact with each other and they 

are localized to ICLs (Budzowska et al, 2015). 

REV1 is a Y-family polymerase, which also interacts with other polymerases of the same 

family: Pol , , and . Supporting the idea that it might work as a scaffold for TLS (Sale et 

al, 2012; Ho & Schärer, 2010). Pol  belongs to the B-family of polymerases, it consists of: 

REV3 and REV7, and the accessory subunits POLD2 and POLD3 (Lee et al, 2014). This 

enzyme lacks the 3’ and the 5’ proofreading exonuclease activity, has low processivity and a 

higher error rate on undamaged DNA (McCulloch & Kunkel, 2008). Moreover, studies using 

Xenopus laevis extracts have unequivocally shown that Pol  has a direct role in ICL repair. 

REV3 would be important for the addition of one nucleotide at the lesion position and REV7 

would allow for the extension of the intermediates (Räschle et al, 2008). 

Albeit REV1-pol  have a predominant role in bypassing ICLs in a replication dependent 

manner, other TLS polymerases have also shown to bypass ICLs in a structure specific 

manner. For example, Pol , another Y-family member, shows a sensitivity towards ICL-

inducing agents upon depletion. However it has a predisposition to bypass only those 

lesions that do not significantly distort the DNA helix (minor groove) (Minko et al, 2008). 

Likewise, Pol , an A-family polymerase with low fidelity and robust arm displacement, 

shows high efficiency in bypassing major groove distortions (Yamanaka et al, 2010). Similar 

to Rev1-pol , loss of Pol  shows sensitivity to CIS. To determine the specific role of this 

enzyme, interactions study have revealed that it binds to FA and HR proteins: the 

recombinase RAD51 and PCNA. Additionally, Pol , together with the helicase POLQ-like 

(HELQ), have an epistatic effect with FANCD2 towards ICLs, showing that they are involved 

in allowing DNA synthesis in the FA pathway (Moldovan et al, 2010). 

 DSB repair through Homologous Recombination 

The last step of the process entails the repair of a DSB that is generated after the ICL 

adduct is excised via the nucleases. Spontaneously generated DSBs can be repaired by 

either NHEJ or HR, depending on the cell phase of the cell cycle. Yet again, proteins of an 

independent repair pathway have an essential role in the repair of ICLs. Considering that 

loss of the FA pathway results in high genomic instability, it has been hypothesized that 

NHEJ is blocked in the presence of FA proteins allowing for the activation of the HR pathway 

after nuclease-induced DSBs (Adamo et al, 2010a). Over time, many studies have aimed to 

determine the connection between these two pathways. Thus, the cross-talk between them 
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has become more and more apparent since they both have an important role in the 

maintenance of genome integrity in response to endogenous replication stress. Replication 

forks can be blocked due to the formation of ICLs from endogenous aldehydes, but also 

through the formation of R-loops in transcription or DNA secondary structures (García-Rubio 

et al, 2015). This results in overlapping functions between the proteins of each pathway, and 

one example is the BRCA1 interacting C-terminal helicase (BRIP1/BACH1/FANCJ). This 

protein is a RECQ-like helicase required for the repair of IR or HU-induced DSBs, however it 

has been shown to interact with FANCD2 and is essential for FANCD2 foci formation (Zhang 

et al, 2010). Additionally, FANCD2 foci formation also fails in the absence of BRCA1 after 

MMC damage (Taniguchi et al, 2002). 

Furthermore, mutations in individual genes from each pathway can result in similar 

phenotypic outcomes. On the one hand, mutations in known HR proteins such as BRCA1/2 

and RAD51 resemble some FA pathologies (Michl et al, 2016). However, it is important to 

understand that complete abrogation of BRCA1/2 is lethal, so only hypomorphic mutations 

have been identified which do not recapitulate all the hallmarks of FA disease (Biswas et al, 

2011). There appears to be a stronger link between BRCA2 mutations leading to 

hematological defects. In the case of BRCA1 mutants, no hematological defects are 

encountered even though the cells show sensitivity to the ICL-inducing agent carboplatin, so 

it would be more appropriate to associate BRCA1 mutations to an FA-like syndrome (Freire 

et al, 2018). Other HR proteins such as the partner and localizer of BRCA2 (PALB2/FANCN) 

or RAD51 have been found to have biallelic or dominant negative mutations, respectively. 

Some of these examples present distinct separation of function between DSB and ICL 

repair. On the other hand, mutations in FANCM have been associated with a slightly 

increased predisposition to breast cancer (Michl et al, 2016). 

The HR proteins are generally described as participating in the last steps of the FA pathway 

in order to repair the DSB and promote its resolution. However, different studies have 

reported the early presence of HR proteins during ICL repair. After replication fork 

conversion and prior to the recruitment of the Core Complex, BRCA1 promotes the 

unloading of CMG helicase from chromatin. This action leaves the DNA helix unprotected, a 

known hallmark of replication stress that induces the phosphorylation of RPA by ATR on 

serine 33. This phosphorylation mark triggers the additional phosphorylation, by the DNA-

dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit (DNA-PKcs), on serines 4/8 which, together with 

the binding of RPA to ssDNA, in turn, induces cell-cycle checkpoint activation (Toledo et al, 

2013; Chen & Wold, 2014; Ashley et al, 2014). RPA induces RAD51 recruitment to the 
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ssDNA protecting the replication fork from breakage or degradation and allowing a correctly 

coordinated incision process (Long et al, 2014). 

After this initial step, the HR proteins again come into action in order to repair the DSB, as 

the final step in repairing an ICL. In this case, the canonical steps for DSB repair take place: 

(1) resection of the DSB, (2) DNA strand invasion and (3) junction resolution. The short-

range resection is performed by the MRN (MRE11-RAD50-NBS1) complex, this complex is 

recruited via the RPA-coated ssDNA, together with the nuclease CtIP. Additionally, 

exonucleases EXO1/DNA2 and the BLM helicase, induce a more extended resection of the 

DSB. This function is tightly regulated by the Werner syndrome ATP-dependent helicase 

(WRN) that blocks MRN activity in order to avoid replication fork degradation (Syed & 

Tainer, 2018). BRCA2 then facilitates the removal of RPA and, concomitantly, loads RAD51 

onto ssDNA, also helping to control MRN function (Figure 5: step 7B) (Kottemann & 

Smogorzewska, 2013). 

RAD51-coated DNA filaments guide DNA strand invasion. This step consists on the 

unwinding and invasion of a homologous untouched dsDNA. This provides a 3’ end for DNA 

synthesis. Consecutively, the second end is captured and the gap is filled, leading to the 

formation of a double Holliday Junction structure (HJ). This structure is common during 

meiosis and mitosis, after DSB generation, although in the former genetic crossover is 

promoted in order to enable genome haploidization (Matos & West, 2014). In the latter case, 

non-crossovers are preferred since they prevent the loss of heterozygosity and the 

consequent induction of genome instability. To return the DNA to its natural state, branch 

migration promotes HJ resolution, via cleavage by the HJ 5’ flap endonuclease (GEN1) or 

SLX4-MUS81-EME1-SLX1 resolvases — resulting in either crossover or non-crossover 

(Figure 5: step 8A)— or HJ dissolution mediated by BLM, the DNA topoisomerase III alpha 

(TOPIIIa) and RecQ mediated genome stability 1 (RMI1), the BTR complex — resulting in 

non-crossover (Figure 5: step 8B) (Matos & West, 2014; Shah Punatar et al, 2017). 

In an unperturbed state and after DNA damage, these enzymes are tightly controlled 

throughout the cell cycle. The BTR complex specifically functions in the dissolution of double 

HJ and is active during the entire cell cycle. BLM catalyzes the convergent branch migration 

of the two HJ, while TOPIIIa reduces the stress induced by the supercoiling of the DNA 

molecule. RMI1 helps TOPIIIa to bind to the DNA and “dissolve” the catenated DNA. Loss of 

the BLM helicase gives rise to the known rare disease BLM Syndrome, characterized by 

high SCE. This demonstrates the essential nature of the BTR complex or dissolvasome in 

the repair of DSBs (Mankouri & Hickson, 2007; Wu & Hickson, 2003; Swuec & Costa, 2014). 

In contrast, the resolvase enzymes gain a more predominant role after replication, during 
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mitosis. SLX4-MUS81-EME1-SLX1 (SLX-MUS holoenzyme) is phosphorylated by the cyclin 

dependent kinase 1 (CDK1) during the G2/M transition enabling it to bind to un-resolved 

double or single HJ and excise the DNA, blocking the formation of aberrant replication 

(Szakal & Branzei, 2013). Whereas high levels of phosphorylation on GEN1 block its 

function until late M phase. Additionally, GEN1 is only imported into the nucleus after nuclear 

membrane breakdown. Hence, GEN1 is spatially and temporarily regulated to maintain 

genome stability (Shah Punatar et al, 2017). 

With the resolution/dissolution of the HJ, the repair of an ICL is completed allowing the cells 

to proceed to their division and the generation of two daughter cells. 
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Figure 5. Diagram depicting the repair of an ICL by the FA pathway. An intact DNA molecule (1) is subjected to 

an ICL lesion (2) induced by endogenous or exogenous damage. ICL induces the activation of the FA pathway 
resulting in the eviction of CMG by BRCA1 (3A) and the phosphorylation of a variety of proteins by ATR, FANCM 
among others (3B). FANCM phosphorylation promotes direct binding to chromatin at the site of damage and the 
recruitment of the Core Complex (4). This is further promoted through the ubiquitylation of H2A by RNF8 (4: inner 
circle). The Core Complex ubiquitylates the ID Complex (5). This modification is removed by USP1 in order to 
switch off the pathway (5: amplification). The ubiquitylation of the ID Complex allows for the binding of nucleases 
and the subsequent excision of the ICL and the generation of a DSB (6). Low fidelity polymerases: REV1 and 

Pol  fill the gap formed after the excision of the ICL (7A); ubiquitylation of PCNA further promotes the binding of 

REV1 and Pol  (inner circle). End resection of the other DNA end is performed by the MRN complex (7B) to 
generate ssDNA and promote strand invasion by RAD51 (8). Prior to this, RPA is ubiquitylated by RFWD3 to 
remove it from the DNA and enable RAD51 binding (7: inner circle). Finally, after templated repair, the HJ is 
either resolved/dissolved resulting in an intact DNA molecule (8: amplification). 
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4. Ubiquitylation and the DNA damage response 

Post-translational modifications (PTMs) play a major role in the regulation of the DNA 

damage response (Dantuma & van Attikum, 2016). These covalent/reversible modifications 

of target proteins offer a variety of signaling effects, providing quick and reversible dynamics 

that allow for fast responses. For example, there is no doubt about the regulatory effects that 

phosphorylation has in the activation of a wide range of proteins after DNA damage (Owusu 

et al, 2019). This is because of the predominant role that kinases — such as: ataxia 

telangiectasia mutated (ATM), ATR or DNA-PKcs — have in the activation and signaling of 

the DNA damage response (DDR) (A. & L., 2013; Hiom, 2005). However, there is emerging 

evidence that ubiquitylation also plays a major role in the DDR (Panier & Durocher, 2009). 

Ubiquitin is a small molecule that is expressed ubiquitously in all tissues. Its structure is 

extremely conserved: 3/76 amino acids differ between yeast and humans (Panier & 

Durocher, 2009). The ubiquitin molecules bind to their substrate protein through their 

carboxy terminal glycine, this amino acid can covalently bind to any lysine residues through 

isopeptide bonds (Le et al. 2019). Ubiquitin itself has 7 lysine residues that can be further 

modified. This reaction is the result of the concerted activity of three independent enzymes: 

E1 (ubiquitin-activating enzyme), E2 (ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme) and E3 (ubiquitin ligase 

enzyme) (Panier & Durocher, 2009; Le et al, 2019).  

This modification can vary depending on whether one or several ubiquitin moieties are 

bound to a protein (monoubiquitylation or multi-monoubiquitylation, respectively). 

Furthermore, several ubiquitin molecules can be consecutively added to a previous ubiquitin, 

termed poly-ubiquitylation. In this case, poly-ubiquitin chains can present different structures 

depending on which lysine of the ubiquitin is being modified since all lysine residues serve 

as acceptor sites. Thus far, one specific structure for proteasome signaling has been 

identified: K48, K29 and K11-linked poly-ubiquitin chains. Mono-ubiquitylation on K63 

generally signals pathways such as DNA repair, signal transduction, protein trafficking and 

ribosomal protein synthesis (Panier & Durocher, 2009; Al-Hakim et al, 2010). The topology 

of these conformations is going to allow for the specific recognition and binding of ubiquitin-

binding domains (UBDs). 

These modifications are reversible due to the role of another set of enzymes called: de-

ubiquitinases (DUBs). In the last 10 years, only a handful of novel DUBs have been 

identified, adding up to a total of around 100 proteases (Sowa et al, 2009; Le et al, 2019). 

This demonstrates the plasticity of these enzymes in removing ubiquitin moieties from any 

substrate. However, in addition to their catalytic domain, they contain other domains which 

can participate in the promotion of protein/substrate-protein interactions, enabling specificity 
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at protein substrate level (Citterio, 2015). There are 7 different families of de-ubiquitin 

enzymes, indicating a high degree of substrate specificity, the type of ubiquitin modifications 

they can target, and the chemical reaction they perform in order to modify their substrate (Al-

Hakim et al, 2010; Le et al, 2019). 

 

4.1. Ubiquitin signaling in the FA pathway 

The FA pathway is tightly regulated by ubiquitylation. Therefore, it is to discuss the role of 

these modifications and which key steps they regulate. To begin, the ubiquitin ligase Ring 

Finger protein 8 (RNF8), together with its partner the Ubiquitin Conjugating enzyme E2N 

(UBC13), is involved in the ubiquitylation of the chromatin that surrounds a DNA lesion. This 

complex can either regulate a pathway through K63 poly-ubiquitylation or induce 

proteasomal degradation through K48 poly-ubiquitylation. Through the first modification, 

RNF8 can induce the recruitment of proteins such as BRCA1 after DSBs (Panier & 

Durocher, 2009). In addition, it has been shown that, after ICL generation, RNF8 catalyzes 

K63 poly-ubiquitylation marks on chromatin which are, in turn, recognized by the UBZ 

domain of FAAP20 (Figure 5: step 4 – inner circle) (Bick et al, 2017). This protein has 

been previously described as a member of the Core Complex and its correct binding to 

ubiquitin will ensure normal activation of the FA pathway and the mono-ubiquitylation of 

FANCD2 (Yan et al, 2012). Depletion of RNF8 results in the abolition of FANCD2 

recruitment to foci. Similarly, PALB2 recruitment is lost in the absence of the ubiquitin mark. 

However, the regulation of PALB2 is independent of that of FANCD2 since it will depend on 

the Mediator of DNA damage checkpoint protein 1 (MDC1) (Bick et al, 2017). MDC1 is an 

important protein in the repair of DSBs, hence it is involved in the recruitment of PALB2 to 

the damaged site at a later point than FANCD2. 

Activation of the FA pathway is characterized by the ubiquitylation of the ID Complex. This 

process is performed by the Core Complex, but more specifically by the ubiquitin ligase 

FANCL. FANCL is characterized as having three main domains, conserved amongst FANCL 

homologs: the ELF domain for accurate FANCD2 ubiquitylation, the DRWD domain for 

substrate binding, and the RING domain to interact with UBE2T (Miles et al, 2015). The 

essential proteins for this reaction are: E1, E2 conjugase (UBE2T), FANC-L and, 

surprisingly, FANCI. Presence of FANCI will enable specificity to the reaction so that the 

lysine 561 of FANCD2 is modified correctly. Additionally, FANCL also mono-ubiquitylates 

FANCI on lysine 523 (Garner & Smogorzewska, 2011). It has been established that this step 

is essential for the pathway and that the mutations/loss of FANCD2 will induce defects in ICL 

repair (Al-Hakim et al, 2010). 
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Concomitantly, Ub-FANCD2 serves as a scaffold for the recruitment of nucleases such as 

FAN1 via the UBZ-like domain present in the nuclease (Lachaud et al, 2016). The nuclease 

SLX4 also has a UBZ domain that renders the cells sensitive to crosslinking-inducing agents 

when mutated, and is associated with FANCD2 (Yamamoto et al, 2011; Garner & 

Smogorzewska, 2011). This modification is reverted by USP1 in order to promote a 

controlled shutting down of the FA pathway. This DUB works in conjunction with the UAF1. It 

is, at the same time, regulated at a transcriptional level, showing a peak of expression during 

S-phase and via polyubiquitylation which will mediate proteasome-dependent degradation 

when it is no longer needed (Garner & Smogorzewska, 2011).  

In addition to de-ubiquitylating FANCI and FANCD2, USP1 acts on PCNA. PCNA has a 

predominant role in TLS for the activation of plastic polymerases in order to bypass lesions 

that block the progression of the replication fork during S-phase, including ICLs (Liang et al, 

2014; Arkinson et al, 2018). PCNA is ubiquitylated by the ubiquitin ligase complex RAD18-

RAD6 (Simpson et al, 2006). This PTM allows for polymerase REV1 to bind through its 

Ubiquitin Binding Motif (UBM), and, together with Pol , to bind to the DNA and synthesize 

the new DNA strand (Figure 5: step 7 – inner circle) (Geng et al, 2010). The RAD18-

RAD6-PCNA axis has an additional role in regulating the FA pathway. On the one hand, 

PCNA can directly bind to FANCL and FANCD2. On the other hand, the RAD18 mono-

ubiquitylation on the lysine 164 of PCNA enables FANCL to correctly bind to chromatin and 

promote its catalytic activity (Geng et al, 2010; Howlett et al, 2009). 

As mentioned before, FAAP20 is also involved in REV1 recruitment. Given this, it is likely 

that Ub-PCNA recruitment of REV1 is not enough for correct activation of the TLS pathway. 

REV1 can self-ubiquitylate itself, and this mark is identified by the UBZ domain present in 

FAAP20, inducing TLS activation (Kim et al, 2012a). Interestingly, the FA pathway is able to 

activate TLS independently of ID complex ubiquitylation. This indicates that the FA pathway 

may be able to coordinate ICL repair in a PCNA-dependent manner without activation of the 

HR pathway. 

BRCA1 is a large phosphoprotein that contains several BRCT domains in its C-terminal and 

a RING domain in its N-terminal. BRCA1 specifically binds to an E2 conjugase enzyme, 

BRCA1 Associated Ring Domain 1 (BARD1), through its RING domain, which has been 

determined to be an essential interaction in order for BRCA1 to be shuttled into the nucleus 

and perform its function (Panier & Durocher, 2009). When they are bound together they 

acquire E3 ubiquitin ligase activity, however, it is unclear if this function has an important 

role in the DNA damage response since loss of the RING domain also induces loss of 

interaction with BARD1, abolishing BRCA1-BARD1 transportation into the nucleus. Point 
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mutants disrupting the RING domain but not the interaction between the two proteins seem 

not to affect the response to DSBs (Uckelmann et al, 2018; Reid et al, 2008; Shakya et al, 

2008). 

Multi-site ubiquitylation of RPA is important for restarting HR after replication stress. This 

PTM induces the removal of RPA from chromatin, exposing the ssDNA to the HR machinery 

and enabling error-free repair. The E3 ubiquitin ligase RFWD3 is in charge of initiating this 

function (Figure 5: step 7 – inner circle) (Elia et al, 2015). Upon ICL damage, it has been 

shown that RFWD3 ubiquitylates both RPA and RAD51 reducing their DNA binding 

capability. This enables HR proteins to come to the site of damage and repair the lesion 

(Inano et al, 2017; Feeney et al, 2017).  

Altogether, it has been shown that ubiquitylation has a major role in signaling repair of DNA 

lesions, specifically in the regulation of the FA pathway. Interestingly, the presence of UBZ 

domains is a hallmark of DNA damage proteins. This again shows the relevance of ubiquitin 

in the accurate activation of DDR pathways in order to eliminate genome instability. 
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5. Model systems for investigating the Fanconi anemia disease/pathway 

The FA pathway is incredibly complex since it is very tightly interconnected with other 

pathways. Hence, a variety of model systems have been developed in order to give more 

clarity to the repair of ICLs. I will now discuss the most relevant systems. 

 

5.1. Animal models of FA disease 

FA disease, as a monogenic rare disease, serves as an ideal model to understand the DDR 

against ICLs. The most relevant organisms used to mimic FA are: the zebrafish Danio rerio, 

the worm C. elegans, the mouse and, most recently, the pig. 

 Danio rerio 

The zebrafish has proven to be an excellent model organism for the study of vertebrate 

biology. The external appearance during embryogenesis allows for the visualization of 

developmental processes. Additionally, with the development of tools such as antisense 

morpholino technology, it is possible to perform large scale genetic screens that have 

revealed phenotypes comparable to human diseases (Dooley & Zon, 2000). The first studies 

undertaken to understand the role of the FA pathway in zebrafish were made in 2003. 

fancd2 was 50% identical to its homolog in humans, conserving two important catalytic sites: 

serine 222 (ATM phosphorylation after IR) and serine 561 (FANCL ubiquitylated after ICL-

induced damage). fancd2 knock-down in zebrafish embryos resulted in an abnormal 

phenotype with high levels of p53-induced apoptosis and reduced size compared to WT (Liu 

et al, 2003). These characteristics all correlate with known data on FA patients. Later, it was 

determined that in embryo and adult tissue the zebrafish has a complete set of the fanc 

genes that are often affected in FA patients (Titus et al, 2009). 

With advances in genome editing, multiplexed CRISPR-Cas9 knock-out in zebrafish has 

been possible. 19 FA genes have been depleted: 17 FA genes and 2 Fanconi anemia 

associated genes. 11/17 FA genes showed sensitivity to DEB and all of them developed to 

adulthood, demonstrating that they are not essential for early development (Ramanagoudr-

Bhojappa et al, 2018). None of them showed significant abnormalities except fancp, which 

correlates with the Fancp mouse model and FANCP patients. Overall, the zebrafish is a 

good model for studying FA, more specifically, for the study of defects during gonadogenesis 

and hypogonadism, known hallmarks of the pathophysiology of FA patients. 
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 Caenorhabditis elegans 

The worm has been used as a model organism since the 1970s, due to its low cost and 

space constraints. To study DNA repair, C. elegans is a highly suitable model since most of 

the genes present in humans are conserved in the nematode. However, DNA repair studies 

are focused on the germline since these cells offer optimal visualization of the damage and 

the dynamics of the repair proteins. In the context of the FA pathway, the only proteins 

known to be conserved are FANCD2 and FANCI and proteins from the BRCA axis of the 

pathway. It has been demonstrated that monoubiquitylated FANCD2 in C. elegans is part of 

the response to ICLs, suggesting that proteins with a role equivalent to that of the FA Core 

Complex might exist (Youds et al, 2009). 

Several members of the FA pathway have been studied in order to determine their 

essentiality in C. elegans although not all of them recapitulate FA, The most characteristic 

ones are fcd2 (FANCD2), and dog-1 (BRIP1). Drh3 (FANCM) and fnci (FANCI) also show 

sensitivity to ICLs, assessed through their hatching viability rate after treatment with a 

damaging agent (Lee et al, 2010).  

Altogether, C. elegans is a good model for the study of DNA damage, however those FA 

genes that give rise to FA, with the highest prevalence, do not seem to be present in the 

nematode (Youds et al, 2009). Their reduced complexity by comparison with humans does 

not allow for correct dissection of the FA pathway or correct correlation with FA patients. 

 Mus musculus 

Mouse models are more accurate than nematode models since phylogenetically they are 

more closely related to humans. The mouse shares approximately 90% of its genome with 

humans, which makes it an exceptional tool for the study of human diseases.  

Thus far, 13 mouse models can be found in the Mice Genome Informatics database (MGI) 

associated to FA, covering 6 FA genes: Fanca, Fancc, Fancd1, Fancd2, Usp1 and Slx4. 

Additionally, according to the literature, other FA genes have been knocked-out, hence 

targeting a wide spectrum of the FA pathway: Fancg, Fancl, Fancn, Fancm, Fanco and 

Fancp (Bakker et al, 2013). 

Despite these attempts to develop an accurate FA model in mice, none of these can 

recapitulate the standard clinical features of an FA patient. Knock-outs in genes such as 

Fancd1, Fancn and Fanco are lethal in mice, indicating that they have an essential role in 

development (Parmar et al, 2009; Bakker et al, 2013). This could correlate with humans, 

since only hypomorphic mutations have been identified in patients that are defective in 
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FANCN or FANCD1. Nonetheless, a closer look at the clinical features of FA patients 

reveals correlations with some of the mice models. 

Bone marrow failure 

The absence of major hematological abnormalities is the biggest disappointment in the field 

of FA mice models since anemia and BMF are the predominant life-threatening pathologies 

in FA patients. The counts in peripheral blood are normal in all models. However, Fanca 

mice have thrombocytopenia (Pawlikowska et al, 2014), Fancp mice have low numbers of 

white blood cells and platelets and Fancd1 have a proliferation defect in hematopoietic 

progenitors (Navarro et al, 2006). 

Nevertheless, all FA mouse models have defects in the proliferation of HSCs in vitro 

(Parmar et al, 2009). In addition, when mice are subjected to ICL-inducing agents, they 

show reduced repopulation capacity of the BM, hence allowing for the study of the FA 

pathway in hematopoietic homeostasis (Bakker et al, 2013). Interestingly, BMF only 

manifests upon external damage, in contrast with humans, suggesting that the metabolism 

of mice blocks endogenous damage or that the controlled conditions under which mice are 

housed protects them from stressful environmental cues. 

On the other hand, all FA mouse models show gonadal abnormalities that correlate with a 

reduced number of PGCs and sterility. It is not yet clear why this defect is conserved in all 

models in contrast to the hematological defects. 

Cancer predisposition 

Generally, FA patients develop AML and Squamous Cell Carcinoma (SCC) in different 

organs. These and other cancer types endanger the survival of these individuals. On the 

contrary, FA mice do not suffer from accelerated tumorigenesis. Tumors have been detected 

after one year of age, resulting in a low correlation with a DNA damage repair defect 

(Parmar et al, 2009). The mouse models that seem to suffer from advanced tumorigenesis 

are Fancd2 and Fancf-deficient, nevertheless the growth rate of tumors in these mice is not 

comparable to humans. 

Developmental abnormalities 

In general, the different FA models do not present gross developmental abnormalities and 

only some — such as Fanca, Fancp and Fancd2 present mild microcephaly (Parmar et al, 

2009). 

All the symptoms described above are variable depending on the genetic background of the 

mouse strain, making this FA model even more variable. But this has not discouraged the 
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scientific community. The fact that these mice are sensitive to ICL-inducing agents, even if 

they do not show symptoms at basal levels, indicates that there are fundamental differences 

in metabolism between mice and humans. In fact, concomitant loss of Fancd2 and Aldh2, an 

aldehyde dehydrogenase responsible for the detoxification of aldehydes, results in a mouse 

with low life expectancy and very similar pathophysiology to FA patients (Langevin et al, 

2011). This indicates that mice are more proficient in processing endogenous aldehydes and 

that their accumulation gives rise to FA physiology. 

 Sus scrofa domesticus 

None of the previous models are able to faithfully recapitulate the pathophysiology of FA. 

Nevertheless, the success of the cystic fibrosis pig model has prompted scientists in the FA 

field to develop a pig that recapitulates FA (Rogers et al, 2008). The pig has a similar weight 

and organ distribution to humans, and genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic tools are 

available, as are effective cloning techniques. The major drawback of this model could, 

potentially, be cost effectiveness. However, the Fanconi anemia Research Fund has 

invested over $400 000 in the William Flemming and Markus Grompe laboratories for this 

purpose (Fanconi.org). Moreover, the Wilfried Kues laboratory in Germany is also involved 

in the development of a FANCA-deficient pig. 

 

5.2. Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) 

One way of enabling studies that can fully recapitulate FA in the most relevant samples has 

been to generate immortalized cell lines from patient material. This approach has proved 

extremely tedious, since FA-deficient HSC are extremely sensitive to endogenous damage 

resulting in the activation of the p53 pathway and cell death. As an alternative, iPSCs have 

been derived from FA patients (Chlon et al, 2016). However, this is only possible when the 

depleted FA gene is complemented or in situ corrected during reprogramming in order to 

protect the cells from genomic stress induced by this process (Chlon et al, 2016; Bharathan 

et al, 2017; Liu et al, 2014). Notwithstanding, the study of differentiation towards HSCs can 

potentially be useful in elucidating the pathogenesis of BMF. 

 

5.3. Mammalian cells 

The use of stable mammalian cells in research is of great importance. The in vitro culture 

system allows for highly controlled conditions which, together with the detailed 

characterization of many cell lines, enable us to dissect the cause of molecular changes in 
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cellular models. In the case of FA, and due to the conservation of the DDR in all cells, it has 

been determined that all FA-deficient cells show a chromosomal instability phenotype 

(Neveling et al, 2009), hence providing an effective tool for the study of the underlying 

molecular mechanism of FA. 

With fast developing genetic technologies, such as small interference(si)/small hairpin(sh) 

RNA, insertional mutagenesis using gene-trap cassettes and genome editing with CRISPR-

Cas9, performing whole-genome screens has become a possibility. For the understanding of 

the FA pathway, two different interaction types have been identified. On the one hand, 

synthetic lethal interactions allow us to identify an interaction between two genes which, 

through their simultaneous depletion, results in cell death. These interactions have become 

relevant to the treatment of cancer (Aly & Ganesan, 2011). On the other hand, synthetic 

rescue interactions allow us to identify an interaction between two genes which, through 

their simultaneous depletion, results in cell fitness. These interactions are relevant to the 

treatment of monogenic diseases (Larrieu et al, 2014). 

 Genetic synthetic lethal approaches 

Due to the relationship between the FA pathway and genome stability, these genes have 

been identified as tumor suppressor genes and found mutated in non-FA individuals who 

have cancer. Mutations in tumor suppressor genes or oncogenes transform normal cells into 

cancer cells with metabolic and growth advantages. This disruption of the cellular 

homeostasis forces the cells to rely on different molecular pathways, which become the 

perfect targets for cancer therapy (Figure 6). 

It is already known that breast and ovarian cancers with mutations in BRCA1 can be 

targeted by inhibiting PARP1, a protein involved in an error-prone repair pathway of DSBs. 

This type of interaction is termed synthetic lethal interaction; similarly, by performing whole 

genome siRNA screens, ATM has been found to be a lethal interactor of FANCG (Kennedy 

et al, 2007). In addition, RAD52 depletion together with loss of BRCA1 or PALB2 also 

reduces cell fitness (Lok et al, 2013). 

These screens focus on the depletion of FA-deficient cells and, at the same time, provide us 

with new information about the FA pathway and its role in DDR. 
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of a synthetic lethal interaction in the context of the DDR. 1) When a lesion 

occurs in the DNA, a pre-determined pathway is activated in order to repair it; 2) when the preferred repair 
pathway is defective the lesion can be repaired by an alternative pathway, more error-prone; 3) when there is a 
synthetic lethal interaction, this will induce cell death of the cells by simultaneously depleting both pathways. 

 Genetic synthetic rescue approaches  

Other type of screens, focus on finding a genetic interaction that, upon depletion, increases 

cell viability (Figure 7). These interactions are termed either as synthetic rescue or gene 

suppression interactions. One of the goals of these screens is to identify novel resistance 

mechanisms in cancer cells. However, these screens are also ideal for the identification of 

targets that can alleviate the symptoms of patients that suffer from rare monogenic diseases. 

By finding these interactions, it is possible to find a suitable therapeutic substrate that can be 

targeted either with drugs or small molecules, thus benefiting the patient. 
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of a synthetic rescue interaction in the context of the DDR. 1) When a lesion 

occurs in the DNA, a pre-determined pathway is activated in order to repair it; 2) when the preferred repair 
pathway is defective the lesion is not dealt with giving rise to genome instability and eventually cell death; 3) 
when there is a synthetic rescue interaction, this will allow for the activation of a complementary pathway that 
was previously blocked and correct repair of the lesion will take place. 

It has been argued that the interactions found in these assays exclusively improve the 

fitness of cells, suggesting that it is not possible to identify connections that restore defective 

pathways. Nevertheless, several studies have proven this theory wrong. One of the most 

striking genetic synthetic rescue interactions was found in a canine model for muscular 

dystrophy. Here, a dog bred to develop muscular dystrophy carrying a mutation in the 

dystrophin gene but remained healthy. Whole genome sequencing of this dog identified 

Jagged1 to be mutated in this animal. Hence, the mutual mutation of dystrophin and 

Jagged1 enabled a healthy dog (Vieira et al, 2015). 

When focusing on rescue interaction within the DDR pathways, several interactions have 

also been identified. Excitingly, BRCA1-deficient cells, which are highly genetically unstable, 

become more stable upon concomitant loss of 53BP1 (Bunting et al, 2011). These two 

proteins compete for the repair of DSBs, however, depletion of both of them restores the 

balance towards a more error-free repair. Another interaction has been identified between a 

chemical compound that inhibits NAT10 (N-acetyl-transferase) and LMNA loss (Larrieu et al, 

2014). Loss of LMNA gives rise to a monogenic disease that encompasses the 

laminopathies. At a cellular level they manifest loss of nuclear shape and chromatin 
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organization. This rescue interaction revealed a suitable target for treating laminopathies 

and the use of NAT10 inhibitors for this purpose. 

Gene suppression interactions have also been found in the FA pathway. They have shown 

to play a major role in re-channeling ICL repair into a high-fidelity repair pathway. One 

example is the rescue interaction between fcd2 and the NHEJ gene lig-4 in C. elegans 

(Adamo et al, 2010a). Similar interactions have been found between FANCC-deficient cells 

and concomitant loss of Ku70. Ku70 is also involved in NHEJ, hence strengthening the role 

of the FA pathway in counteracting error-prone repair (Pace et al, 2010). 
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6. Mapping synthetic rescue interactions for the FA pathway 

Recent discoveries about the existence of genetic suppression interactions between the FA 

pathway and NHEJ (Adamo et al, 2010b; Pace et al, 2010) encouraged the Loizou 

laboratory to set up new strategies to generate a map of synthetic rescue interactions for the 

FA pathway. Thus far, the interactions identified have been in C. elegans and DT40 chicken 

cells. We aim to broaden the research of genetic suppression interactions by using the 

human cell line, HAP1. This cell line is an ideal tool for genetic screens, having been derived 

from the KBM7 chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) cell line with a near-haploid karyotype, 

since it allows for the efficient deletion of a gene by only knocking out one allele (Kotecki et 

al, 1999; Carette et al, 2009). To build a synthetic rescue map for FA, we selected 3 FA 

genes with a role in the formation of the Core Complex: FANCA, FANCC and FANCG. 

These genes are also the most prevalent in FA patients (Figure 2). We also selected FANCI 

and FANCD2, which are essential for the activation of downstream effectors. These genes 

were then deleted via CRISPR-Cas9 generating 5 FA-deficient cell lines presenting all the 

hallmarks of FA cells. 

Next, we sought to perform high-throughput loss-of-function screens by utilizing gene-trap 

insertional mutagenesis approaches. The mutagenized FA cells were treated with MMC in 

order to retrieve those that by additional loss of a second gene would be resistant to damage 

(Figure 8). To identify specificity within the FA pathway we also use WT HAP1 cells in our 

screens, therefore we could determine which genes, upon deletion, would improve the FA 

defect. 

 

Figure 8. Workflow for the identification of synthetic rescue interactions in FA-deficient cells. 1) FA-deficient cells 

are infected with the gene trap retrovirus resulting in a mutagenized pool of cells. 2) Exposure to MMC will select 
for resistant clones which are then 3) subjected to NGS for the identification of the mutated genes. 

To our knowledge, we are the first laboratory to perform such systems-level approaches, to 

systematically identify approaches to alleviate phenotypes associated with diseases caused 

by defective DNA repair. Hence, this study provides a plethora of information that can only 
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be obtained by applying these methodologies. We have generated a synthetic rescue 

interaction map for the FA pathway in human cells. Furthermore, we have characterized the 

molecular mechanisms by which the Ubiquitin Specific Peptidase 48 (USP48) functions as a 

novel player in the repair of ICLs. In doing so, we have identified novel potential therapeutic 

targets for the treatment of FA patients. 

7. Aims 

1) Establish high thorough-put loss-of-function screens to identify suppressors within 

the FA pathway 

2) Generate a map of synthetic rescue interactions in the FA pathway 

3) Molecularly characterize an identified protein, amenable for inhibition, as a suitable 

potential target for the treatment of FA 
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CHAPTER 2: RESULTS 

1. Prologue 

Here I present the results from my PhD project that were published in Nature 

Communications in June 2018 entitled: “Map of synthetic rescue interactions for the Fanconi 

anemia pathway identifies USP48”. In this article, we aimed to identify genetic suppressors 

for FA pathway capable of reverting cellular hypersensitivity to ICLs. To do so, we performed 

6 whole-genome loss-of-function screens in five FA-deficient HAP1 cell lines (FANCC, 

FANCA, FANCG, FANCI and FANCD2) and WT HAP1 cells. After treatment with 

MMC, an ICL-inducing agent, we scored those genes that upon depletion would significantly 

confer resistance to the otherwise hypersensitive FA cells. By taking this high-throughput 

approach we generated a map of synthetic rescue interactions for the FA pathway. In 

addition, we characterized the molecular mechanism of our top hit: USP48, a de-ubiquitin 

enzyme poorly described in the context of the DDR. 

We demonstrate that concomitant loss of USP48 and FANCC rescues sensitivity to ICL-

inducing agents by allowing the restoration of HR proteins such as BRCA1 and RAD51. 

Thus, DNA repair is balanced towards more error-free repair as noted by a decrease in 

SCEs. In addition, we determine that USP48 loss in FA-deficient cells alters the 

ubiquitylation signaling of the repair pathway with effects on H2A ubiquitylation. Finally, we 

discussed the possible mechanisms by which USP48 might have a role in ICL repair. 

This project was the result of the joint efforts of Georgia Velimezi and myself. The data was 

analyzed by our collaborators from the Centre of Computational Biology and Bioinformatics, 

San Diego, USA. Additional experiments strengthening our hypothesis were performed by 

the Jackson lab, UK and the van Attikum lab, The Netherlands. The paper was written by 

Georgia Velimezi and myself with input from Joanna I. Loizou and all other authors. 
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2. Research article 
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2.1. Supplementary Information 
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CHAPTER 3: DISCUSSION 

1. HAP1 as an ideal tool for genetic screens 

To identify synthetic rescue interactions, we chose the HAP1 cell line since it is an ideal tool 

for genetic screens. The near-haploid karyotype of HAP1 enables the efficient deletion of a 

gene by knocking out just one allele (Kotecki et al, 1999; Carette et al, 2009). 

In order to employ the HAP1 cell line as a genetic tool, we must understand which intrinsic 

mutations the parental cell has. HAP1 cells have been found to carry the BCR-ABL fusion 

the same way as KBM7 cells. However, their proliferation does not depend on this mutation 

(Owusu et al, 2019). In addition, a point mutation has been identified in the TP53 gene 

(Essletzbichler et al, 2014). Due to the fact that p53 has been shown to be involved in the 

induction of cell death in FA cells, we would have expected it to be one of the top candidates 

in our gene-trap screens. However, this was not the case, which indicates that p53 is not 

fully functional in these cells. Further studies on p53 functionality were previously reported in 

the Loizou laboratory and have confirmed this hypothesis (Moder et al, 2017). However, to 

rule out any contributions from p53 activity, we have validated our findings in the 

osteosarcoma cell line U2OS, which is known to be p53 WT (Allan & Fried, 1999). 

Therefore, we have successfully advanced our studies by making use of this cell line and the 

technology aforementioned. 

 

2. How does USP48 function in the FA pathway? 

USP48 was first identified in 2004 as a gene residing in the PARK6 locus and identified as 

related to the autosomal recessive Parkinson disease (Lockhart et al, 2004). Since then, 

high-throughput approaches have been performed to further understand the role of DUBs 

but very little has been discovered on the function of USP48 and its interactors (Sowa et al, 

2009). USP48, also termed USP31, is ubiquitously expressed in the different organs of the 

human body (The Human Protein Atlas). USP48 has been found to be present in cytoplasm 

as well as the nucleus and it has recently been determined that the 938RHRK941 domain 

allows for nuclear localization signal of USP48 (Liu et al, 2018). However, of the 8 different 

isoforms described in Uniprot, this domain remains unaltered in only 2 of them. 

To date, we have determined that USP48 is involved in ICL repair although its role only 

appears to become relevant after the depletion of the FA pathway. We have preliminary data 

indicating that the catalytic site of USP48 does play a role in alleviating the hypersensitivity 

of FA-deficient cells to ICLs, since recruitment of the DUB to damage sites is enhanced in 
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cells expressing the C98S point mutation (catalytic site) (Manuscript: Figure 4a-b). To 

support this finding, we decided to generate endogenous point mutants in the FA-deficient 

HAP1 cells (Figure 9). Although we successfully reproduced the rescue phenotype in the 

point mutant cells, the rescue was not as strong as in fully USP48-deleted cells. This 

suggests that other regions of the protein might also be involved. It has previously been 

reported that the catalytic domain of USP48 is also important for substrate binding (Ghanem 

et al, 2019). 

 

Figure 9. USP48 catalytic dead clones in FA-deficient cells rescues MMC-induced sensitivity. A) Indicates the 

nucleotide change performed in order to generate endogenous catalytic dead USP48. B) Western Blot assay 
showing that USP48 expression is not altered upon point mutation generation in three independent clones: 2, 6 
and 28. l.e.: low exposure, h.e.: high exposure C) Clonogenics assay of three independent USP48 catalytic dead 
clones in FA-deficient cells after treatment with MMC, at the indicated doses, for 7 days. 

In order to understand the molecular basis of the interaction between USP48 and the FA 

pathways we need to review what is so far known about this DUB. 

 

2.1. The role of USP48 in the NF-B pathway 

Thus far, the most notable function associated with USP48 is its relationship with the NF-B 

pathway. The NF-B transcription factor consists of a family of 6 subunits: RELA, RELB, 

cREL, p105/p50 and p100/p52; these can form different types of complexes (hetero or 

homo-dimeric) in order to activate or repress transcription (Ghanem et al, 2019). This family 

has an important role in a wide range of cellular responses, such as immunity, inflammation, 

cell differentiation and proliferation. A set of proteins known as B inhibitors (IBs) are 
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responsible for regulating this pathway by binding to the NF-B complexes and blocking 

their function (Schweitzer & Naumann, 2015; Ghanem et al, 2019; Tzimas et al, 2006). Once 

this pathway has been activated, shutting it down is tightly regulated by different 

mechanisms: (1) de novo synthesis of IBs stabilized in the nucleus by DUBs that reduce 

the pool of Ub-proteasomal marks, (2) disruption of the DNA binding via PTMs 

(acetylation/deacetylation) and (3) ubiquitylation of RELA for proteasomal degradation. 

USP48 has been shown to regulate the stability of RELA by trimming K48-Ub modifications 

(Schweitzer & Naumann, 2015). This nuclear regulation of the NF-B pathway is an active 

area of research since it provides another level of control within the nucleus that directly 

affects transcription. 

The aforementioned connection between USP48 and the NF-B has been determined when 

cells are stimulated by an inflammatory cytokine, TNF-. However, it is not yet known if this 

connection also holds true after DNA damage. Depending on the type of DNA damage, the 

NF-B pathway is activated by different routes. It has been shown that after DNA damage, 

ATM plays a major role in the activation of the NF-B pathway by phosphorylating different 

IKK components. This interaction has mainly been studied on the induction of DSBs or 

SSBs, but not specifically after treatment with ICL-inducing agents. It is well known that NF-

B has a very important role in apoptosis, more specifically the RELA subunit which has 

antiapoptotic functions. Dysregulation of RELA gives way to the expression of antiapoptotic 

genes resulting in cell transformation and cancer. We hypothesized that USP48 might 

function via the NF-B pathway in this context and would activate antiapoptotic pathways. 

To assess this, we checked for nuclear translocation of RELA in cells deleted for both 

USP48 and FANCC (Figure 10B). However, we observed no induction of the translocation 

indicating that the role of USP48 in the NF-B pathway is not involved in this rescue 

phenotype. 
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Figure 10. USP48 does not promote p65/RELA nuclear translocation after MMC treatment. A) 

Immunofluorescence images after staining for p65/RELA and DAPI for WT HAP1 cells treated with TNF 
(20ng/mL) at different timepoints, showing p65/RELA nuclear localization. B) Immunofluorescence images after 

staining for p65/RELA and DAPI in the following HAP1 cell lines: WT, FANCC and USP48FANCC after 

treatment with MMC at different timepoints (experiment performed by Georgia Velimezi, Loizou lab). DAPI: 4′,6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole. 

 

2.2. The role of USP48 in p53 regulation 

The p53 pathway, like the NF-B pathway, has a major role in the induction of cell cycle 

arrest and apoptosis in cells that are suffering from stress. Mutations in the TP53 gene 

appear in at least 50% of all cancers and are regarded as one of the main tumor 

suppressor/oncogenic genes to cause cell transformation and tumor development (Cole et 

al, 2017; Kastenhuber & Lowe, 2017). p53 functions as a sequence specific transcriptional 

regulator of a great number of genes. Activation or repression of these genes is dependent 

on the protein levels of p53 which will be very tightly regulated by a variety of modulators.  

The best-characterized negative modulator of p53 is an E3 ubiquitin ligase named MDM2. 

MDM2 controls the protein levels of p53 via three different pathways: (1) adding poly-

ubiquitin marks for proteasomal degradation, (2) adding a mono-ubiquitin mark signaling for 

nuclear export of p53, and (3) blocking p53 transcription by direct binding (Wu & Prives, 

2018). Interestingly, recent studies have associated USP48 as a regulator of MDM2, 

promoting its stabilization and allowing for p53 inhibition (Cetkovská et al, 2017). By doing 

so, loss of USP48 could promote extensive cell death upon stress. However, in our studies 

we have not observed any increase in cell death, as depicted in the clonogenic assays 

where WT and USP48 cells show similar confluency (Manuscript: Figure 3b-d). In 
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addition, we have also determined that loss of USP48 in FA-deficient cells restores the DDR 

by reducing the levels of phosphorylated H2A.X (H2A.X), a well described mark for 

unrepaired damage, and promoting the recruitment of HR repair proteins, such as BRCA1 

and RAD51 (Manuscript: Figure 4c-d and Figure 5a). Nevertheless, to completely exclude 

the possibility that USP48 is acting via MDM2 stabilization it would be necessary to perform 

specific assays to assess for cell death, i.e. to determine the levels of DNA damage induced 

by apoptosis by employing Terminal Deoxynucleotidyl Transferase dUTP Nick End Labeling 

(TUNEL) in Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS). 

 

2.3. The role of USP48 in chromatin regulation 

Thus far, the roles of USP48 in regulating RELA within the NF-B and stabilizing MDM2, 

highlight the importance of the activity of USP48 inside the nuclear compartment. Previous 

reports have also shown that USP48 might interact with histone marks associated with 

repression of gene transcription (Ji et al, 2015). Taking this together, and the fact that 

depletion of BRCA1 in the USP48FANCC cells could restore their sensitivity 

(Manuscript: Figure 6a-b), we decided to investigate the role of USP48 on chromatin; more 

specifically, we focused on changes on histone H2A. 

H2A and its variant H2A.X are known to undergo a variety of PTMs to enable correct 

signaling of the DDR. As previously mentioned, phosphorylation on lysine 139 of H2A.X by 

either ATM or ATR, depending on the type of lesions, will signal the recruitment of repair 

proteins (Rogakou et al, 1998; Ward & Chen, 2001). In addition, H2A can be ubiquitylated by 

three different ubiquitin ligases: RNF168 (lysines: K13-15), RING1B in the polycomb 

repressive complex 1 (PRC1) (lysine: K119) and BRCA1-BARD1 (lysines: K125-127). Each 

modification has a specific function within the DDR: for example, K13-15 modified by 

RNF168 promote DSB repair by NHEJ; K119-Ub is known to induce transcription silencing 

to avoid transcription of unrepaired genes; and BRCA1-BARD1 modification has been 

proposed to promote DSB repair by HR (Uckelmann & Sixma, 2017). In our experiments we 

determined that loss of USP48 in FA-deficient cells increases the levels of ubiquitin on H2A 

(Manuscript: Figure 6c). As a negative control, we used a construct which had the 

following lysine residues mutated on H2A: K5-9-118-119-125-127-129R. Mutation of these 

residues, but not K13-15, showed significant reduction of the ubiquitin levels of H2A 

suggesting that the lysines targeted by either BRCA1-BARD1 or RING1B must be the target 

of USP48. To follow up on this finding, we performed chromatin immune precipitation (ChIP) 

of USP48. We aimed to determine if any region of the genome would show specific binding 
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to USP48 after treatment with MMC; however, we were not able to identify any gene to be 

bound to USP48 (Figure 11). 

 

Figure 11. USP48 does not bind specifically to any region of the chromatin. Whole genome tracks retrieved after 

chromatin sonication and incubation with antibody against USP48 in the following HAP1 genetic backgrounds: 

WT, FANCC and USP48. The cells were treated with MMC (50nM) for 3h. 

This outcome could be explained in a number of ways: 

A) USP48 does not directly bind to chromatin 

Possibly, USP48 does not directly interact with H2A or any other region of the DNA. 

However, it could interact with other proteins which, due to proteasomal degradation or loss 

of stability after deletion of USP48, cannot reduce the levels of ubiquitin of H2A. These 

degradation/signaling networks do exist in the context of the DDR and have as their main 

player a DUB. One example is USP7, which has been implicated in the de-ubiquitylation of 

several DNA repair proteins: RNF168, MDM2/p53 and UHRF1 (Zhu et al, 2015; Zhang et al, 

2015; Sheng et al, 2006). 

B) The experimental set-up is not ideal 

As we demonstrated in the paper, USP48-WT constructs were recruited to the laser-induced 

ICLs at much lower levels than USP48-C98S constructs. Exclusively targeting WT USP48 

may prevent us from observing the specific binding of the DUB due to the high speed at 

which the activity takes place. Also, we harvested the samples after 3h treatment with MMC 

but this timepoint might need to be optimized to gain better insight. Additionally, the ChIP 

assay has been performed by targeting endogenous USP48 with an antibody that binds the 

amino acids in the C-terminal of the protein. Even though we used USP48 as a negative 

control, the antibody may not be sufficiently specific and, therefore, might introduce a high 

background that does not allow us to observe specific binding. To avoid this, it would be 

ideal to endogenously tag USP48. 

Since this approach did not reveal any relevant information, we then decided to look in the 

literature for tools to determine which lysine is specifically targeted by USP48. On the one 

hand, we asked if the ligase activity of BRCA1 was involved. As we have shown in our 
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manuscript, loss of BRCA1 re-sensitizes the cells, although this is independent of its ligase 

activity (Manuscript: Figure 6a-b, Supp. Figure 5g). On the other hand, we identified a 

well-known antibody targeting ubiquitylated K119 in H2A. Strikingly, we observed that a 

second band appeared on H2A-K119 in all backgrounds deleted for USP48 (Figure 12). To 

date, it has not been reported that K119 can be poly-ubiquitylated. Nevertheless, this does 

agree with previous reports that indicate that USP48 has a preference towards trimming 

poly-ubiquitylated substrates (Tzimas et al, 2006; Uckelmann et al, 2018). We did not 

observe differences in the ubiquitin levels of untreated samples, suggesting that this mark 

might not be related to the rescue phenotype and/or might have an additional function in 

transcription. It is important to note that the study of H2A ubiquitylation is extremely 

complicated, since there is a relatively high background of histone ubiquitylation, estimated 

at around 10-15% of all H2A. 

 

Figure 12. Loss of USP48 uncovers a novel ubiquitin moiety on H2A. Western Blot for ubiquitylated lysine 119 

on H2A for the following genetic backgrounds: WT, FANCC, USP48 and USP48FANCC, after treatment 

with MMC (50nM) at the indicated timepoints. 

 

2.4. At which step in the FA pathway does USP48 exert its function? 

In addition to identifying the substrate of USP48, it is of great importance to determine at 

which step in the repair pathway it functions. Due to the fact that depletion of USP48 could 

rescue all 5 FA backgrounds and, concomitantly, does not restore FANCI and FANCD2 

mono-ubiquitylation (Manuscript: Supp. Figure 2i), one hypothesis would be that it 

functions downstream of the FA genes. Mono-ubiquitylation of the ID complex is vital for 

progression of the FA pathway, although despite the absence of this mark, error-free repair 

is still taking place. This could be due to the appearance of a novel ubiquitin mark upon loss 

of USP48. This new ubiquitin mark could be essential for the binding of downstream 

nucleases such as FAN1 that, as mentioned before, uses a UBZ domain to bind to Ub-

FANCD2 and exert its function. In order to address this question, we took the approach of 

depleting FAN1 using shRNA in all genetic backgrounds: WT, USP48, FANCC and 

USP48FANCC. We assumed that, if the rescue interaction depended on restoration of 
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FAN1 recruitment, we would identify a sensitization of USP48FANCC cells. Strikingly, we 

were not able to reduce the expression levels of FAN1 in USP48-deficient cells, showing 

defects in cell proliferation (Figure 13). This finding reveals a synthetic lethal interaction 

between FAN1 and USP48, suggesting that FAN1 nuclease activity plays a major role in 

dealing with replication stress and endogenous damage when USP48 is absent. It would be 

important to further study the activity of FAN1 after MMC treatment, i.e. to determine if it is 

recruited to foci in USP48FANCC, assess the sensitivity of USP48FANCC, by using 

siRNA or the degradation tag (dTAG) system targeting FAN1, after MMC treatment. The 

dTAG system allows for fast degradation of a specific (essential) gene by using an all-

chemical solution (Nabet et al, 2018). Additionally, it would be necessary to determine if this 

interaction can be reproduced when depleting other nucleases, thus determining if this effect 

is specific to FAN1. 

 

Figure 13. FAN1 depletion is not possible in a USP48-deficient background. Expression of FAN1 after shRNA 

knock-down measured by quantitative reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) in the following genetic 

backgrounds: WT, FANCC, USP48 and USP48FANCC; compared to cells infected with a Non-Targeting 

control (NTC) (experiment performed by Amandine Moretton, Loizou lab). 

Based on the CRISPR screens performed in Wang et al, 2019, where they performed whole-

genome loss-of-function screens in combination with ATR inhibition, using a small molecule 

inhibitor known as AZD6738, USP48 was identified as synthetic lethal with ATR in the 

Human Embryonic Kidney 293 cell line (HEK293). This prompted us to assess the role of 

ATR in USP48 HAP1 cells, where we were able to confirm synthetic lethality between ATR 

and USP48 (Figure 14A). we next assessed whether these cells displayed aberrant cell 

cycle regulation due to defects in ATR activity. ATR has a role in protecting cells from 

replication stress and allowing for correct cell cycle progression, replication and DNA repair. 

In order to allow for correct repair, ATR is activated during the S phase to regulate the firing 

of replication origins and the repair of stalled replication forks to maintain faithful DNA 

replication. If USP48 loss affects ATR activity, we would observe increase proliferation rates 
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in basal conditions compared to WT cells, this would lead to alterations in cell cycle 

progression. We therefore addressed these two points and we observed that neither the 

proliferation rates of USP48 nor the cell cycle profile showed any differences compared to 

WT cells (Figure 14B-C). Based on this, the synthetic lethal interaction must rise from a 

common pathway in which both ATR and USP48 are involved. It is not yet clear if this 

interaction is relevant for the repair of ICLs, and hence additional experiments need to be 

undertaken to understand if, after ICL-induced damage, the observed phenotype is 

exacerbated or not. This result would infer in the joint role of USP48 and ATR in ICL repair. 

 

Figure 14. USP48-deficient cells do not have a de-regulation in cell cycle progression but are sensitive to ATR 
inhibition. A) Dose-response of USP48-deficient cells after exposure to AZ20 (ATR inhibitor). Cells were treated 

for 3 days and their viability was measured with Cell Titer Glo. Error bars show S.E.M. (standard error of the 
mean) of 3 replicates B) Proliferation curve showing the growth rate of WT versus USP48-deficient cells in basal 

conditions. Error bars show S.D. (standard deviation) of 3 replicates. C) Cell cycle profile assay after staining with 
PI WT and USP48-deficient cells in basal conditions. PI: Propidium Iodide. 
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3. Consequences of the discovery of USP48 

3.1. In the context of the FA pathway 

Novel players in the FA pathway have been identified at an exponential rate in the past two 

decades thanks to the development and advancement of new technologies such as NGS. 

However, their exact role and how they are regulated following ICL generation remain still a 

mystery. The main reason for this lies in the complex network of interactions between the 

different repair pathways that constitute the FA pathway. Consequently, we have generated 

a map of synthetic rescue interactions. With this information we aim to extend the current 

knowledge of the FA pathway. 

The identification of USP48 as a genetic suppressor of FA-deficient cells adds a new 

component to the ICL repair pathway. Interestingly, we have been able to place USP48 

downstream of the Core Complex and the ID Complex, since it is able to rescue the 

sensitivity of cells deficient in members of both complexes. Furthermore, we have 

determined that USP48 is connected to other members of the FA pathway such as: H2A (as 

a possible substrate), FAN1 (as a possible binder of Ub) and ATR (as a signaling interactor). 

However, this information is not yet enough to understand the role of this DUB. We have 

suggested that USP48 may play a role in NHEJ, since we have observed that the mutant 

version of this DUB co-localizes with BRCA1 after MMC exposure (Manuscript: Figure 5c). 

The appearance of this pattern has been previously reported in relation to BRCA1 and 

53BP1, when both proteins are competing for the repair of a DSB (Densham et al, 2016). 

This suggests that USP48 has a more predominant role in ICL repair when FA proteins are 

absent. Resulting in error-prone repair and giving way to an increase in genome instability 

and cell death. Furthermore, it has been reported elsewhere that USP48 restrains HR by 

blocking DNA end resection after DSBs (Uckelmann et al, 2018). However, we have not 

observed significantly increased resection after exposure to ICL-inducing agents 

(Manuscript: Supp. Figure 5e). Thus, the role of USP48 within the NHEJ pathway might 

differ depending on the type of lesions occurring in the DNA. With the accumulating 

evidence connecting USP48 to chromatin and the exciting finding of another Ub moiety on 

H2A-K119, we have also hypothesized a role for USP48 in transcription activation after ICL 

generation and repair. USP48 has been found to bind to histone marks which are important 

in the activation of gene transcription (Ji et al, 2015). The loss of FA proteins could result in 

the transcription of genes that have not been correctly repaired, inducing genome instability. 

Concomitant loss of USP48 could, in turn, block the activation of transcription safe-guarding 

the genome. 
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These results offer a starting point for further understanding the role of this poorly described 

DUB. Moreover, we have uncovered a novel player in ICL repair and increased the basic 

mechanistic knowledge of the FA pathway. 

3.2. In the context of FA disease 

FA patients are mainly subjected to supportive care as a consequence of the lack of curative 

treatment. In this project, we aimed to identify suitable potential targets, amenable to 

inhibition, which would correct for FA deficiency. That said, prioritizing USP48 was based on 

the importance of ubiquitin modifications in regulating the FA pathway and the fact that 

USP48 is an enzyme with a conserved catalytic site that is ideal for drug targeting. However, 

it has been previously reported that USP48 has a role in regulating Gli1 stability in 

glioblastoma (Zhou et al, 2017). Gli1 belongs to the Hedgehog pathway, which is important 

for the proliferation and development of embryonic stem (ES) cells. The possibility that 

USP48 might also have a role in a healthy state, would indicate that it is essential for ES cell 

development. In fact, no known Usp48 knock-out mice have been described (according to 

the Mouse Genome Informatics database). Only heterozygous mice of 50 days of age have 

been generated by the Knockout Mouse Project (KOMP), showing efficient reduction of 

Usp48 levels in the spinal cord and brain tissues. Additionally, our collaborators (Ahringer 

lab, The Gurdon Institute, UK) have observed that usp48 loss in C. elegans induces sterility 

(data not shown). Consequently, one might think that targeting a gene with a role in 

development is not ideal for the treatment of FA patients. However, as an example, Gli1-

deficient mouse are viable in adulthood with no apparent phenotype (Park et al, 2000; Bai et 

al, 2002) and GLI1 deletion in cellular models is also viable (Horizon Discovery). 

Additionally, it is known that the HH pathway becomes quiescent during adulthood, being 

mainly active, at low levels, for the maintenance of progenitor cells in the brain. Considering 

this, USP48 could be targeted locally (in the bone marrow) in individuals after embryonic 

development. 

Targeting DUBs has increasingly become more attractive although developing drugs to 

target them is challenging. The first obstacle is the conserved catalytic domain within each 

family which complicates the production of small molecules with high selectivity. Additionally, 

the enzymatic activity of DUBs is also regulated through allosteric regulators and can be 

more selective through the binding of ubiquitin chains (Harrigan et al, 2018). Thus far, small 

molecules have been developed to target 8 DUBs, all at a pre-clinical stage of development. 

This is encouraging for the discovery of a small molecule targeting USP48. Nevertheless, 

the performance of high throughput screens to identify drugs targeting USP48 will have to be 

based on prior knowledge of the enzyme’s activity. Should a molecule be developed that 
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successfully inhibits USP48, it will be seen as a drug that can mitigate the development or 

evolution of the pathophysiology of FA patients. The USP48 inhibitor could potentially delay 

the appearance of BMF in those patients that do not suffer from this condition in the initial 

stages. Furthermore, in those patients with early onset BMF, the use of the inhibitor could 

reduce the side effects of the HSCT and avoid the later occurrence of cancers. Thus far, FA 

patients are not diagnosed prior to birth. If this were the case, one option would be treatment 

at the embryo stage. However, having discussed the possibility of USP48 being involved in 

ES cell development this would not be advisable. 

4. Conclusions 

We have demonstrated that loss-of-function screens in the context of rare diseases are a 

suitable tool for the identification of genes that, upon deletion/inhibition, improve the 

condition of disease-model cell lines and potentially identify suitable targets for treatment. 

Furthermore, we have generated a synthetic rescue interaction map of the FA pathway, as a 

resource to further our understanding of this repair pathway. Moreover, we have 

demonstrated that loss of USP48, a deubiquitylating enzyme, in FA-deficient cells alleviates 

the cellular hallmarks of the FA phenotype by restoring error-free repair. Therefore, our 

study has identified USP48 as a novel player in the repair of ICLs and has increased our 

mechanistic understanding of the FA pathway. 
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CHAPTER 4: MATERIALS & METHODS 

1. Materials 

Table 3. List of materials employed in the experiments described in the Discussion section (additional materials 

used for these experiments have been previously described in the Manuscript). 

CRISPR-Cas9 

mediated point 

mutant 

USP48 C98S 

gRNA 
5’-AAATGTGTTGACATAACAAGTGG-3’ 

C98S donor 

template 

5’-CATTTGTGGGCCTGACTAATCTTGGAGCCA 

CATCTTATGTCAACACATTTCTTCAAGTGTGGTTT-

3’  

C98S locus 

PCR primers 

Fw: 5’-CCGTCTCCCAGCATGTAGTC-3’ 

Rv: 5’-TGGTTGTTTAAAGGAAAATGGGT-3’ 

Immunofluorescence 
NF-B p65 1:500 dilution (ab16502, Abcam) 

TNF 20ng/mL (ab9642, Abcam) 

ChIP 

Formaldehyde 16% (w/v) methanol free (28908, Thermo Fisher) 

RNase A DNase-frei 500mg (10204183, Fisher Scientific) 

PNK 
Polynucleotide Kinase, 500u (M0201S T4, New 

England Biolabs) 

NEBNext Ultra 

II DNA Library 

Prep Kit for 

Illumina 

E7645S (New England Biolabs) 

H2A ubiquitin levels 
H2A 

K119Ub 
1:1000 dilution (D27C4, Cell Signaling) 

FAN1 synthetic 

lethality 

sh-FAN1-1 5’-GGCCCCAGGAAGAAGAAATTG-3’ 

sh-FAN1-2 5’-CTACAGACAGAATCTGAGTTGC-3’ 

ATR inhibition AZ20 SML1328 (Sigma Aldrich) 

Proliferation assay 
Trypan Blue 

solution 
T8154 (Sigma Aldrich) 

Cell cycle PI 81845-25MG (Sigma Aldrich) 
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2. Methods 

2.1. CRISPR-Cas9 meditated point mutation 

C98S USP48 endogenous point mutant clones were generated by CRISPR-Cas9 mediated 

Homologous Directed Repair (HDR). HDR was carried out by transiently transfecting three 

plasmids, each containing: Cas9 enzyme, Blasticidin resistance cassette, guide RNA 

(gRNA) targeting the site of interest; and a single stranded  donor template with the CG 

mutation (ratio: 1:1:1:2, respectively) (Table 3). Transfection was done using the Xfect 

transfection reagent (Takara, Clontech) according to manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, cells at 

60% confluency in 6 well plates were transfected with a final concentration of 7.5g of DNA. 

The next day cells were selected with Blasticin (20ug/mL final concentration). Selected cells 

were then seeded in limiting dilutions in order to retrieve single clones. Genotype of the 

clones was performed by PCR with GoTaq polymerase (Promega) following the 

manufacturer’s protocol. 

 

2.2. Immunofluorescence 

Cells were seeded on coverslips in a 24 well plate at a density of 2 x 104 cells/mL. after 

treatment with MMC or TNF, csells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 15 

minutes at room temperature and washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). After 

blocking in 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) in PBS for 1 hour at room temperature, cells were 

incubated with primary antibody overnight at 4 degrees and with AlexaFluor 488-conjugated 

secondary antibody for 1 hour at room temperature. Samples were incubated with 0.1 μg/mL 

DAPI for DNA staining and mounted in Polymount. 

 

2.3. Chromatin Immune Precipitation 

Cells at 80% confluency in 15cm dishes were fixed with 1% formaldehyde (methanol-free) 

for 10 minutes at room temperature. This reaction was quenched with glycine at 0.125M for 

5 minutes on ice. Chromatin extraction was performed in 4 incubation/centrifugation cycles 

using 4 different buffers (L1: 50 mM HEPES KOH, pH 7.5, 140 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA pH 

8.0, 10% glycerol, 0.5 % NP-40, 0.25 % Triton-X 100; L2: 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA pH 

8.0, 0.5 mM EGTA pH 8.0, 10 mM Tris pH 8.0; L3: 1 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 0.5 mM EGTA pH 

8.0, 10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1% Na-deoxycholate, 0.17 mM N-Lauroyl 

sarcosine; Shearing buffer: 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.8 (or pH 8), 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0, 0.1 % 

SDS). For sonication, cells were resuspended in Harsh Shearing buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 
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pH 7.8 (or 8.0), 2 mM EDTA pH 8, 0.25 % SDS) and subjected to one 20 minutes cycle of 

bursting in Covaris 220 sonicator. The supernatant was combined and diluted in 

Equilibration buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 223 mM NaCl, 1.66 % Triton X-100, 0.166 % 

DOC, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8). The sample was then incubated with an antibody against USP48 

overnight, followed by a decrosslinking step (RNase treatment 30 minutes at 37 degrees; 

PNK treatment 2.5 hours at 55 degrees and overnight at 65 degrees). Next, the USP48 

DNA-bound fraction was extracted by Phenol (:Chloroform:Isoamyl) Alcohol and prepared 

for sequencing. For the last step the NEBNext Ultra II DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina was 

used according to the manufacturer’s protocol. All buffers prior to DNA extraction contained 

protease inhibitors (Sigma Aldrich), phosphatase inhibitors (Sigma, NEB) and deubiquitylase 

inhibitors (Sigma Aldrich). 

 

2.4. H2A ubiquitin levels 

Cells were seeded at a density of 2 x 105 cells/mL. The next day, the cells were exposed to 

MMC (50nM) and harvested at the indicated timepoints. All cell extracts were prepared in 

RIPA lysis buffer (NEB) containing protease inhibitors (Sigma Aldrich), phosphatase 

inhibitors (Sigma, NEB) and deubiquitylase inhibitors (Sigma Aldrich). Immunoblot was 

performed following the standard procedure. Proteins were separated in sodium dodecyl 

sulfate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) (4-12% gradient gels, Invitrogen). 

Then transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane. The antibody against H2A-K119Ub was 

used at the indicated dilution (Table 3). 

 

2.5. FAN1 synthetic lethality 

HAP1 cells at a confluency of 70-80% were infected with virus containing supernatant in the 

presence of polybrene (final concentration 8 μg/mL), at a 1:3 dilution. Then, cells were 

selected with puromycin (2 μg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich) for 48 h. After selection, RNA was 

extraction using Trizol (following the manufacturer’s protocol). RNA was incubated with 

DNase (Sigma) and reverse transcribed with SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase protocol 

(Invitrogen). The resulting cDNA was used for qRT-PCR employing SYBR Green qPCR 

Mastermix (Qiagen). 
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2.6. ATR inhibition 

Cells were seeded at a density 1 500 cells/mL in a 96 well plate. 24 hours later they were 

subjected to the ATR inhibitor AZ20 at different concentrations (Table 3), each dose was 

performed in triplicates. After 3 days of treatment, the viability of the cells was assessed by 

using Cell Titer Glo. 

 

2.7. Proliferation assay 

Cells were seeded at a density of 5 000 cells/mL in a 24 well plate. 24 hours later cells were 

harvested and counted using Trypan Blue solution (Table 3). This procedure was repeated 

for 5 days, each timepoint was registered for 5 replicates.  

 

2.8. Cell cycle 

Cells were harvested at equal density for all samples. After washing two times with ice cold 

PBS the cells were fixed with 70% ethanol (cold). Then, cells were kept overnight at minus 

20 degrees. The next day, the ethanol was removed with PBS and the cells were stained 

with PI (Table 3). The cells were then analyzed by FACS to assessed their cell cycle profile. 
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